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Bowling Gf«*n, Ohio
Sunday, S«pt*mb«r 24, 1972
Volum* 56,. Number 9

What is a University?

A world without walls.
i

•age 2/The BG News, Sunday, September 24, 1972

servants of the stat<

alternatives
As of September 15. there were 4,459 freshmen registered at
BGSU. For many of you this is the beginning of three, four or five
years of study.
But don't be fooled into thinking there is only one road to
graduation and the all-important degree.
There is more to college than lists of required courses and
drop-add slips.
Over the past year Little College, the Humanities Cluster
College, the Modular Achievement Program (MAP) and a
proposed Science Cluster College were developed as alternatives
to the traditional four-year academic program.
The Little College Program is aimed at helping students
develop skills for learning and reasoning and communicating
effectively.
The Humanities Cluster College offers students 15 hours of
credit applicable to group requirements in humanities.
The MAP combines the Little College, the Humanities Cluster
College and tentatively, the Science Cluster, with a program that
lightens the first two years of college work into one.
However, all learning is not academic. Your college education
must take you beyond the limits of the University.
You will be exposed to different life styles, philosophies and
academic routes.
It is your responsibility to investigate all the alternatives and
judge what is valid for yourselves.
The opportunities are here. It is up to you to make them a
learning experience.
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Nicholas von Hoffmaa'f colamas,
espoatlag aa "I don't care wkat'i
practical. It Isn't right, damn II"
viewpoint, are well to the left
politically.
Voa Hotfmaa begaa wrltlag for the
Chicago Dally News la IM3 aad moved to
the Waiklafton Pott la MM where he
begaa hit col a ma.
By Nicholas voa Hoffmaa

The pervasive conviction of the times
is of being stifled, of freedom lost, of
being unable to work our will on events
Recurringly it seems to us that we are
being operated on. channelled and
controlled in ways we don't understand
We can't rid ourselves of such
thoughts, yet, when we look up and
around, everything appears to be as it
was The Bill of Rights is still here, the
courts and the Congress, so the young
hothead talk of repression and
oppression strikes us as absurd.
Nevertheless, large and constricting
changes have been going on since around
the turn of the century. "You don't see
them because they're done piecemeal
You never see a guy with boots and a
German shepherd dog so they're not
easily recognizable." says Ralph
Stavins. a lawyer and political scientist
at the University of Maryland.
Stavins is currently working on a book
with Robert Shapiro that will document
the extent and nature of what has
happened in law and government that
gives substance to our apprehensions.
HIS ANALYSIS shows a continuous
process by which the forms and
divisions of our society are being broken
down and with their crumbling go both
our ancient protections and our power to
do for ourselves. The most obvious
examples are to be found In law where
extraordinary powers, once reserved
only for short emergencies, "have
become the ordinary power of the state,
executed on a daily basis."
So we see the devices of martial law
being used in the ordinary
administration of society. Stop-andfrlsk, gun control and preventive
detention are properly mechanisms of
martial law.
Less obvious but more ominous is the
way more people in the population must
live under conditions resembling house
arrest.
We see this Immediately with felons
They're putting fewer and fewer of them
in jail, and more and more of them in
halfway houses, on probation and
parole. They are required to check in
once a day or once a week; their
movements are proscribed by the
bureaucracy which administers their
lives.
People on welfare are treated in much
the same way. They loo must check in
and live according to the regulations

IF YOU LOSE your job and have to
live off unemployment compensation,
you must register, check in and explain
your whereabouts if you leave the city.
For people of all stations, it's becoming
increasingly difficult to survive without
a number
Your Social Security number is
required for almost every kind of
transaction, from getting a driver's
license to opening a bank account "The
country." observes Stavins. "is turning
into a schoolroom where everybody has
to raise their hand for permission to do
anything."

information on them which is then
turned over to both the local and Federal
police? Indeed, he believes that the
universal conscription of the population
has reached the point that more people
have been required to take loyalty oaths
than customarily vote in a Presidential
election.
Stavins is still trying to document that
figure but he has others which are nailed
down One out of every six employed
persons now works for the government;
one out of a hundred employed people
are cops of one sort or another; or, put
another way. one out of every 250 people
in the entire population is some kind of
cop. "A custodial, non-work, nonproductive system." is what Stavins
calls it.

Or. you can say that we are all
becoming servants of the state The
distinction between public and private is
being rubbed away The evidence is
manifold. Stavins has found, for
example, there are now over 200 Federal
statutes giving the President one form
of control or another over what we used
to think of as private corporations
And how private are these
corporations when many of them
routinely tap their employees'
telephones and compile other kinds of

AT THE SAME TIME, the dispersed
and countercheck ing forms of power and
sovereignty that once resided in local
and state governments are being
destroyed All are being converted into
purely administrative units tied to
Washington's computers.
Nor do such gimmicks as revenuesharing reverse the process. Its
cumulative effect is to make heretofore
independent government functions
contingent on Federal budget
determinations

Felons and welfare recipients are lowerclass folks, but the same has begun to
happen to the middle class, also

Recourse to political solutions
exceedingly iffy. The tendency of'
development over the past century.J
Stavins points out. is to depoliti
every question and make it a matU
be decided by the bureaucn
expertise.
Whole areas of public deba
disappear from sight. This has happen!
with banking, fiscal policy, much ofl
foreign affairs and a good deal off
education.
Neither Presidential candidate offers ]
much choice in this regard. Forl
instance, both favor an enormous I
extension of the house arrest system by
virtue of putting the working poor on the
welfare rolls. Stavins remarks that.
"What McGovern is saying is that the
Republicans aren't organizing the nation
well enough. His position is that he can
organize it better and give everybody
more equitable benefits, which may be |
nice but it isn't liberty".
I may be wrong about this, but if|
McGovern is elected, what I think he'll
do is give Congress a chance to help him
organize the nation, and if they don't,
he'll send out his two million volunteer I
organizers and create a revolution. Not
one for freedom, but one which will lock |
this nation up."

presidential welcome
My deepest concern each year as I see a new class come to
the University- almost 3.500 of you this year-is whether those
of us here at the University will be able to measure up to the
expectations and hopes which brought you to this campus.
Indeed, we need to do even more: to elevate the criterion of
performance you expect from your college experience, for it is
entirely possible that a university education can mean even
more to you than you now anticipate
I hope the qualities of this university-and a university does
have its own special personality and style as well as its more
easily defined academic strengths-will grow significantly
during the period of time you are here.
We are engaged at the moment in a very serious look at our
undergraduate program, specifically the general education
requirements and the overall time span required
WE ARE ALSO
examining opportunities for added
professional programs, and we have several projects under
way which we hope will make on-campus living a genuinely
meaningful experience.
In recent months, this university has found itself more in the
spotlight of attention than has been true at any time in the past.
From Lincoln Center. New York to Olympic Stadium. Munich,
the name "Bowling Green" has gained recognition by the
public as a university where excellence Is often the hallmark.
In less dramatic and newsworthy ways, however, the
University also deserves approbation as a result of spirited

faculty/student discussions, dramatic lecture presentations
and first-rate laboratory research.
In addition, we are beginning to sense our mission in the
State of Ohio in terms of service to the general community
around us.
IN THESE achievements you will, as time moves along, take
pride; furthermore, you will recognize that your own status as
student-and later as alumnus-gains significance as the
University, in its many aspects, moves forward step by step
toward achieving genuine distinction.
Your selection of Bowling Green is gratifying to us. There is
no other year in your college experience which is more
important than the first one, and much of your success will
depend upon the zest and enthusiasm you have for college life,
for study, and for performing your role as a citizen in this
University community.
All of us here will try very bard to measure up to the high |
standards which you have every right to expect to find a^
Bowling Green.
i

HollisA Moore
President
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suspicious of nixon
CoBservatfve tatlw WkUktai P.
Backley
Jr.
basts
Pahllc
Broadcast lag's
Firing Lbe" aad Is
foeader aad editor of "National
Revlew."

He fended 'National
Review" la IKS as part
of his purpose to "ttaad
athwart history yelllag
'slop'."
la tm he begaa his
colama,
'On the
Right." He has beta
credited with being
largely responsible for
the rrsargeace aad aew
foaad respectability of
conservatism today.
By
William F. Backley Jr.
Richard Nixon appears to have it in
the bag, but inevitably one wonders
whether his prospective satisfaction is
everything that il should be.
This side of the John Birch Society, no
one suspects that Mr. Nixon personally
contrived either the crippling of George
Wallace, or the nomination of George
McGovern. the two political events that
have contributed most to the huge
advantage Mr. Nixon shows in the
opinion polls over his Democratic
opponent.
No doubt he chafes at the prospect
that the commentators will say, on
November 8th, that what the hell, who
couldn't have won, with George Wallace
benched, and George McGovern as an
opponent?
If you leave aside the objections to
Nixon which are explainable on purely
reflexive ideological grounds he is a
Republican, who stands for A, B and C,
whereas history and morality clearly
argue for the Democrat, who stands for
X, Y and Z - you come down to a
syndrome of objections to Nixon that are
divisible in two parts.

THERE ARE those who do not like
Nixon, pure and simple, and would not
like him any better if suddenly the
clouds parted over Key Blscayne and an
authoritative voice said: This is my
president in whom I am well pleased.
Forget them - there is nothing to be
done about them But there are others,
whose turn of mind is not ideological,
who have no personal bias against
Nixon, but who are suspicious of him,
and suspicious of him for his apparent
failure to level with the people on rather
direct matters.
I give you an example, a letter from a
lieutenant In the Infantry. The young
man wonders whether President Nixon
isn't flatly guilty of protecting the big
brass, when the brass gets into trouble.
His specific objection is over the
sweetheart prosecution of General
Lavelle. who was caught bombing
forbidden territory in North Vietnam.
No doubt the lieutenant was similarly
offended by the apparent reluctance of
the Pentagon to move against any of the
high officials who were presumably
involved in papering over the My Lai
massacre.
THE LIEUTENANT writes. "The
General apparently committed a
profoundly serious offense in taking
upon himself authority to disobey the
orders he was given
He apparently
deliberately disobeyed his orders in
combat circumstances because he
thought his judgment to be superior to
that of the Commander-in-Chief
.In
response to this extremely grave
offense, the Government was
astonishingly lenient with him.
"It might be noted that his retirement
pay Is considerably larger than the
support received by families of most
young men who sacrificed their lives in
obedience of orders (orders they may
have also disagreed with).
"The remarkable disparity between
the gravity of the offense and the
leniency of the punishment can be

interpreted very easily as indication
that those in authority did not, in fact,
get very upset by what he did."
Another theme that recurs in recent
correspondence is Mr. Nixon's reprieve
of the sentence of James Hoffa. followed
conveniently by the Teamsters'
endorsement of Richard Nixon's reelection.
Never mind that the case for Nixon's
re-election is easy to make, as inuring to
the benefit of everyone with the possible
exception of the criminal and the
utopianist classes - still, it looks like an
engineered coincidence.
AND THERE are those who are
willing to suspect that Nixon's
indulgence towards Hoffa is a sly way of
having the last say against John and
Robert Kennedy, whose most
conspicuous victim Hoffa was, never
mind that he probably deserved It.
It emerges that there are many people
in America who suspect that Mr
Nixon's administration is protective of
individuals who are either a) highly
placed, or b) rich, or cl potentially
useful, or d I influential.
I think that on the whole this probably
is not true. But I think that the fact of it's
being thought to be true is what emerges
as the existential truth in the social
situation.
Accordingly, though I do not believe in
bills of attainder, I think it would be
socially satisfying if Mr. Nixon, and his
Justice Department and the Pentagon,
would look for opportunities to point the
gun barrel at some of the Big People in
America who are vulnerable, whether as
recalcitrant generals, or as tax cheats,
or as influence peddlers.
One or two such prosecutions would
help to restore faith in Mr. Nixon among
those who do not have that faith.
And that would nave the additional
advantage - need we point It out? - of
increasing Mr. Nixon's vote of
confidence next November.

'LOOKS LIKE OLD CHIEF GEORGE IS ON THI WARPATH AGAIN.'

many viewpoints represented
By Kathl Halloa
Editor
"Study hard and get good grades."
That's probably what your parents
told you as they left.
Naturally, with the investment of over
$1,000 a year, returns, in the form of
grades, are important to both you and
your parents.
But in the struggle to maintain a high
grade average, it's easy to lose sight of
something which, in the long run. may
be even more important than grades
You see, there's a great bureaucracy
here and in your quest to make grades,
schedule classes and fulfill requirements, it's all too easy to be
ensnared by it.
AS WITH
any bureaucracy, the
danger at a university of 15.000 people is
that it tends to create an isolated,
remote world of conformists. Worse,
you are expected to like the process and
to cooperate in it.
This university can offer you a wealth
of information. But. on a long-term

basis, the self-awareness you gain
through your relationships with other
people will far outweigh the benefits
gained from memorizing physiographic
diagrams and mathematical tables.
Not everyone is from Dayton. Ohio,
born of Republican parents and
educated in suburban schools. You'll
meet people who represent nearly every
possible viewpoint on any given issue.
If you choose to ignore those with
whom you can't agree, they lose the
benefit of your perspective and you've
added nothing to yourself

In the long halls of the dormitory.
where people share carpeted cubicles
and in classes, where you sit with 25
other scared freshmen, you might
wonder if openness is worth the pain it
might cause. Only you can decide.
The University aims to provide "a
conscientious search for truth with
respect for the beliefs of all persons'"
11972-73 University Bulletin I
The opportunity to test the validity of
your own beliefs and those of others is
available.
It's up to you to respond

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
« Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws of libel arid proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News, 104
University Kail.
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Voter registration drive
begins Monday in Union
A voter registration drive
will be held on campus this
week in an effort to register
students to vote in the
November elections.
Students may register
tomorrow. Thursday and
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the River Room. Union
According to Jeanne
Keeler. summer director of
the Office of Voter
Facilitation, students will be
able to register to vote in
either Wood County or their
parents' home county

W/oImm O
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Dave

" wa* a 9,an<' nom*coming for Olympic gold modalitl Davo Wottlo lotl Friday
when both town and University joined logolhor in welcoming him home from
Munich. Davo, and wrfo Jon,

are shewn on their Deal at the parade) paste*

down Main Street.

If a student registers to
vote in his home county,
information submitted at
the I'nion registration office
will be transferred to the
home county board of
elections

Food Services hikes prices
Because of increased
prices on individual items in
the dining halls, women can
expect to pay for an average
of 14 meals a week with their
f 160-per-quarter
food
coupons, and men 12 meals a
week
J Claude Scheuerman.
vice-president of operations.
-said this projection is based
on data measuring food
consumption patterns of
students eating in the dining
halls last year Meals then
averaged 16 a week for
_women, and 14 a week for
men
"STUDENTS will average
i about two less meals a
■.week, due to the price
increases." Scheuerman
said.
f'e said men should expect
to spend more than $160 on
meals per quarter

'It will probably take the
average male $170 to eat 13
meals a week, and about
$180 for 14 meals a week."
he said
Scheuerman said the $160
per quarter food charge has
been the figure established
by Food Services as the
minimum requirement" to
pav for food in the dining
hails
Food Services spokesmen
have said that in the past
women were treated
unfairly by the food service
system because they were
not able to use up all their
coupons in one quarter In
effect, they were paying
$160 a quarter for coupons,
but weren't consuming $160
worth of food
WOMEN WHO had extra
tood coupons near the end of
the quarter usually sold

them to men at cut rate
prices to make up some of
their loss. Scheuerman said
Last year girls had the
oversupply of food coupons,
and didn't gel the best use of
them." he said "It will
probably be the opposite this
fall "
Prices were raised
primarily to make up for the
budget deficit incurred by
Food Services last year
Scheuerman said the
biggest price increase for
individual items was for
foodj usually eaten for
lunch, with the increase
averaging five to 15 cents
per item
Most lunch items were
raised slightly, especially
sandwiches." he said
Scheuerman
said
breakfast items had a
general price hike of about
five to 10 cents, but Uie price
of dinner items was raised

Fashion Footwear for Men and Women

fir

Collections of Connies, Bass, Dunhams
Lady Dexter for Women
Weyenberg. NunnBush. Bass, Dexter
Jarman. Continental Tyroleans for Men
Mon.-Fri. 11-9

r

9-6 Sat. only

STADIUM PLAZA
E. WOOSTER

only slightly or not at all
Less than 50 per cent of
all dinner items went up in
price." he said.
THE DINING halls will
offer a new fast-service
sandwich line with a
selection of 10-12 basic
sandwiches, according to
Ruth Friend, Food Services
director of quality control.
Friend, who directs
purchases, service and
recipe development for all
University dining halls, said
Food Services will do its

best to meet the wants and
needs of students
"I hope that any student
who has complaints about
what is provided will come
and discuss it with me so
that we can serve him
better." she said
Scheuerman said food
coupons can still be used in
the Amani and MidAmerican snack bars
Scheuerman said Food
Services has provided the
snack bars as an outlet for
students to use their food
coupons for late-night snacks

The campus registration
drive will be sponsored by
the Office of Voter
Facilitation. 325 Williams
Hall '
STUDENTS MAY also
register to vote at the Wood
County Board of Flections
office. 500 Lehman Ave .
Monday through Friday
from 8:30 am to noon and
from I i.) 4 30 p m
Deadline to register to
vote in the November
elections is Oct 10.
Keeler mentioned three
problems she thinks
students should be aware of
before they decide whether
to vote in Wood County or
their parents' home county
First, a student who
registered here last spring,
but now lives at a different
address, must report his
new address to the Board of
Flections at least 30 days
before the November
elections, or by Oct 10 This
includes students who have
moved to a different
dormitory room
Keeler said a student
could be disenfranchised if
he or she does not report the
new address to the board of
elections.
SECOND, she said there is
some uncertainty as to
whether family homeowner
policies from some
insurance companies will
cover students under 21 who

register to vole in Bowling
(ireen
Larry Snavely. precinct
chairman for precinct l-C,
including the University,
said a student should call his
local insurance company to
see if he is covered by hi-.
parents insurance policy
Snavely. who is also a
volunteer worker at the
voter facilitation office, said
he talked to a representative
of State Farm Insurance ( o
who said their homeowner s
policy coverage for students
stops when the student
leaves for school
However, he said
provisions in homeowner
policies will probably be
different for every
insurance company.
Finally, Keeler said
students should be aware
that voting by absentee
ballot is a "time consuming
process involving many mail
transactions "
THE PROCESS includes
-Asking the local election
board for an official
application for a ballot i in
this form, the student
includes his name, address
and precinct The Office of
Voter Facilitation also
provides the form
--Filling in the official
application and sending it
back to the local board of
elections
••After verifying that the

student is a registered
voter, the local board mails
him an absentee ballot
-Filling out the absentee
ballot, placing it in a packet
provided by the local board
sealing it and having it
notarized The Office of
Voter Facilitation provides
nnlanzation services.
Mailing the absentee
ballot back to the local
board of elections before the
polls close, usually at 6 30
p in on election day
KEELER SAID students
using absentee ballots
should begin this process in
the first or second week nl
classes to allow themselves
enough time to complete the
mailing transactions
Snavely said students
registered in Howling tireen
are also eligible to vote in a
special election OH October
31 on the proposed City
Charter Commission
Be said some of the local
races included on the
November ballot are for a
US
Congressional
seat
sought by Bruce Fdwards
il)em i and the incumbent.
Delbert Latta iRep I. a
State Senate seat, with Paiil
Oillmor i Rep i opposing
Bob Smith iDem I, and a
State
House
of
Representatives race with
Bill
Art mo I Dem. I
challenging Charles Kurfess
I Rep I

LASALLE^S
BACK TO DORM SPECIAL
SALE! One Week Only!
Best Selling 'Hurrah'
Stars and Stripes for Bed
and Bath by Springmaid
Hurrah—a star spangled pageant for bed and bath. Springmaid's
Inspiration in no-iron sheets and fringe-flipped spreads and towels.
Decked out in patriotic red, white and blue.
No-iron muslin sheets in Marvelaire" Kodel" polyester/cotton. Top
sheets: red, white, blue with red hem. Fitted: red, blue stars on
white. Cases: white stars on blue or red. All sizes flat or fitted
Twins, reg. $4...SALE 3.19
Fulls, reg. $5. SALE 4.19
Queens, reg. $7. SALE 6.19 Standard cases,
reg. 3.20 pr ...SALE 2.59
Sailcloth-crisp bedspreads of no-iron Kodel1 polyester/cotton with
white looped fringe. Red/white, blue. Twin or full. Reg. $13...SALE 10.99
Flag-waving towels in 100% sheared cotton terry reversed to deep loop
pile Red and blue on white ground. Bath, reg. 2.50. SALE 1.99
Hand,reg. 1.60...SALE 1.29
Wash,reg. 70t...SALE59*

The bull
is bold.
Nobody makes malt liquor
like Schlifz.
Nobody.

SALE 1.99

SALE 2.25

Springmaid Summit Towels,
Bath size, reg. $2.50

Supre-Macy No-iron White
Percale Sheets, twin, reg. S3

DuPont Dacron polyester fiberfill II
gives you the luxurious feel of real
down! Comfortable!

Choose from 11 decorator colors in
fluffy cotton terry. Dobby trim.

Our own famous brand of ever-popular cotton percale/polyester. Extra
smooth, extra long wear.

Hand towel, reg. 1.60

1.29

Queen, reg. 2/$18 .... 2 for 13.99
King, reg. 2/$22
2 for 17.99

Fingertip towel, reg. 70e
Wash cloth, reg. 70$
Tub mat, reg. 4.50

59*
59i
3.49

SALE 2 for 9.99
Plump Debut Pillows,
Std. size, reg. 2 for $14

I1)''Jo*. '.(.Mil/ BliKing Co HtUaufc.. l'i<1 othtC S'r.lt citi'S

Full size, reg. $4
3.25
Std. pillow cases, reg. $2 .. 1.65 pr.
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24-hour visitation initiated

Students opt for open house
Beginning this fall, students living on campus will
be placed in dormitories
according to the type of open
house policy they prefer,
including the option of 24hour. 7-day-a-week visitation.
To best meet individual
needs, wings, floors and corridors have been filled
according to the type of
policy each student ha!
chosen-limited visitation,
no visitation or the newly
adopted 24-hour policy requiring the parents' written
permission on file with the
University.
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of students, said
tightened security provisions are definitely a major
part of the new 24-hour program A stiff escort policy
will also be enforced,
requiring any guest of the
opposite sex to be escorted
by a resident when on the
hall floor
In addition, night desk
clerks will be on duty in all
halls from midnight t; am.
to admit guests to the
women's halls, where doors
are locked at midnight, and
to monitor persons entering
and leaving the dormitories.
IF SECURITY means
extra cost, "we'll have to
face this," said Dr Michael
R. Ferrari, acting provost.
"This plan was not envisioned as being cost-free.

but it is financed bv monev
from student fees and not
tax money." he said
An Open House Board consisting of at least one student from each wing or floor
unit in the hall will handle
each dormitory's open house
policies. The board will set
up enforcement procedures
and handle violations, as
well as submitting to staff
members any additional
security measures which it
believes are necessary
According to Dean
Paulsen, students in those
wings that do have the 24hour option may also set up
plans which may vary the
total 24-hour open house,
seven days a week.
Students on the limited
plan may also, by their own
vote, reduce their plan to
suit their own needs and
wishes
Following close behind a
liberal open house policy
comes parental fears about
increased sexual activity.
But one student participating in the coeducational
living program in Darrow
Hall last year said, "It's like
a bunch of friendly kids, a
community." Darrow had
the option of 24-hour visitation.
LAST WINTER'S Cluster
College in Humanities also
included coeducational
living Many students in this

WELCOME STUDENTS

IN TOWN MOTEL
NEXT TO POST OFFICE

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
317 N. MAIN ST.
Phone 353-0652

program said that the relationships which developed
among the students were
"more like brother and sis
ter than being sexually
oriented "
Liberalization of the University's open house policies
did not come overnight. Nor
did it come about without
close study and extensive research
The question ol expanded
visitation was first raised in
November 1971 A proposal
calling for hall governments
to be allowed to determine
visitation hours in accordance with a majority vote
by hall residents was rejected by the Student Affairs
Council because the council
believed the rights of the
minority
were
not
adequately protected.
According to Dr Ferrari,
that meeting definitely
altered the attitudes and
perceptions of many board
members. He said the eventual passage of the resolution endorsing more flexible
rules and procedures for
residence halls was due in
great part to meetings between students and the
board
"No administrative or
faculty group could ever
have persuaded the board to
adapt such a policy," he
said
AFTER THE 24-hour
option was approved by the
Board of Trustees, summer
sign-up began, with each
student choosing one ol the
three options
According to Robert
Rudd. director of residence
services, of the 8.000 students registered to live in
dormitories, only 4.484 students returned cards stating
their preference Of those
cards that have been re-

turned, more students
selected a limited plan
rather than a 24-hour plan,
(1,450 for 24-hour; 2,873 for
limited).
Rudd said he thinks the
majority of cards that have
not been returned are from
upperclassmen who strongly
want the 24-hour policy.

will be made to move them
to a unit operating under the
24-hour policy.
Some
changes may not be possible
until winter quarter.
Now that students have
been given a liberal visitation program, what is the
view towards the future?

However, if their cards
with parental permission are
not on file, these students
will be assigned to wings or
floors with a limited plaa
Rudd admitted this may
cause some headaches when
upperclassmen come back
to school.

Dr. Ferrari said he thinks
giving students the expanded
open house options will encourage them to become
more sensitive to the needs
and rights of others, and
that responsibility will increase since the students
will be accountable to
themselves.

AFTER CLASSES begin.
,11 these students want to
change their location to take
advantage of the 24-hour option, and they obtain their
parents' signature, efforts

"The board believes they
can handle it," he said, "and
they sincerely want to give
students the opportunities
they want and that students
at other universities have."

BrQnd nCW

Shag carpeting and new furniture were only part of the 'now
look for Founders Quadrangle. The $1.7 million dormitory
renovation program was begun this summer.

Dormitories don new look'
Seventy-eight thousand
square yards of carpetenough to cover nearly 15 3
football fields
There's a new look in Kohl
Hall. Ihe campus's oldest
residence hall, the east and
west wings of Conklin Kail;
Founders,
Rodgers,
Parshman and Kreischer
quadrangles, and new shag
carpeting is only part of the
story
Gone are the tile floors
and corridors Furniture has
been replaced and paint
applied in Kohl, Conklin.
Founders and Dodgers
THE NEW look is part of a
$17 million renovation
project
approved
last
February by the Board of
Trustees
We wanted to see if we

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

could
make dormitory
rooms more conducive to
studying." said University
President Hollis A. Moore
Jr "The noise problem has
always been a major
complaint in the dormitories
and often mentioned as a
reason for moving off
campus."
According to Richard F
Brown.
University
architect, the carpeting will
have a softening effect on
muse
To encourage quiet study,
the University considered
converting
unoccupied
dormitory bedrooms into
study rooms
However,
since all rooms are filled
and there is still a waiting
list, the idea has been
dropped
"We are the only school in
the state to have a waiting
list for the dormitories,"
Dr, Moore said
COMPLETED
renovations or those in the final
stages include:
Harshman and Kreischer
quadrangles - carpeting in
rooms, corridors and floor
lounges. All rooms were
x
xic
IX K=

repainted last winter
quarter.
Conklin Hall east and west
wings - carpeting in rooms,
corridors; built-in beds
removed and replaced with
movable beds, corridors
painted; new student lounge
chairs in everv room
Kohl Hall - painting and
carpeting in
rooms,
corridors and lounges of
both old and new wings, new
lounge chairs in every
room; movable dressers,
desks and desk chairs in Ihe
old wing
Rodgers Quadrangle carpeting in rooms,
corridors and lounges, builtin closets refinished. but left
in place, movable double
dressers, desks, desk and
lounge chairs to replace
built-ins.
Founders Quadrangle •carpeting and painting in all
rooms, corridors and
lounges, walls with built-in
desk and wardrobes torn
out. plaster wall installed,
movable
wardrobe,
dressers, desks, desk and

DILL JEWELERS
12* IOUTH MAIN STRICT

ALL NEW STUDENTS

and desk chairs. $43,000 for
lounge furniture, and $23,000
for electrical work

THE CARPETING is a
medium density shag,
shorter and easier to care
for than that in Offenhauer.
Brown said It comes in four
colors - red-orange, green,
gold and blue-green
Lounges
in
these
residence halls will receive
new lounge furniture by
mid-quarter, unless furnishings
were
recently
replaced.
McDonald Quadrangle and
Prout Hall will also receive
lounge furniture
These two dormitories and
Conklin North were not
scheduled for major
renovations because they
were occupied by students
attending summer sessions
President Moore termed
the renovation project a
"monumental task " Actual
construction and installation
was completed in about 90
days, beginning June 12
"It was exciting to watch
Contractors hit the schedule
right on the nose." said
Brown
TO DATE, $973,000 has
been spent-$380,000 for
carpeting.
$210,000
for
general
construction;
$182,000 for dormitory room
furniture; $135,000 for lounge

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

WELCOMES

lounge chairs installed in
two-man rooms

Bulova, Wyler
and Timex Watches
Orange Blossom
Diamond Rings

This money came from
the residence hall $3.5
million
"acrued depreciation fund" and thus did not
directly affect student fees.
According to Dr Moore, the
renovation project was
probably the biggest
expenditure authorized from
the fund
When the project was
approved last winter, the
president said it was "the
first major step in bringing
Bowling Green's living
accommodations up to an
acceptable standard for the
next several years "

WILLIAM

LANNING.

assistant dean of students,
said, "I honestly think that
students will be more
conscious of taking care of
their rooms and the lounges
this year I think they will
appreciate the efforts that
have been made to provide
them as attractive quarters
as possible and will try to
keep them that way."
To help reinforce that
attitude,
a
low-key
educational program will be
conducted to impress upon
residents the importance of
taking care of the residence
halls

All models of Datsun
in stockFor all your Honda
needs -

Repair Services including:

Watches, clocks, jewelry,
diamond setting and remounting

222 N. Main

Ph. 354-2042

LOADS OF

Bowling Green. Ohio

free Gift Wrapping-Fast Engraving

USED

352-6905

Hello

TEXT BOOKS

PLUS
OUR STANDARD SCHOOL SUPPLIES
(INCLUDING ENGINEERING & ART)

and A LARGE SELECTION OF MASCOT ITEMS

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
353-2252.1424 E. WOOSTER

DISH0P MOTORS

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

352-9355
Hours:

Welcome to Bowling Green, to help introduce
you to B.G. we'd like you to visit
the Dutch Pantry Restaurant The Dutch Pantry
features a menu to suit every taste
and a unique gift shop makes the Dutch
Pantry even more enjoyable
Refills on soup, salad and beverage
are free so come out and meet us

fjUtf*

M0N THURS 5 30 10
FRI SUN 5 3011
EAST WOOSTER NEAR I 75

M&*c*)^

^

To help make your study
break more fun, here are
two great coupons we're sure
you'll enjoy.
•Where Food Mokes Friends."

DUTCH PANTRY
FAMILY RESTAURANTS

SI OO limit

50c

off on any
item in the

Dutch Pantry Gift Shop
— FREE —

Falcon Sundae
with the purchase
of any $2.00 meal
or more.

Sunday, S.pl.mb., 24, 1972, Th» KG N.w. Poa. 5

72 orientation
to greet 3,500

40 placed on waiting list

Housing hits capacity

Major revisions have been included in this year's
freshman orientation program, ail in an attempt to
"humanize" the freshman's introduction to campus,
according to Gregg DeCrane. Director of Student Activities
and New Student Affairs
This vear several optional activities will be included for
those students who want to become better acquainted with
the University DeCrane said these include a typical
classroom situation in which a freshman can hear lectures
by one of five professors
Other optional activities include an organization open
house, where information will be available concerning
organizations, and dances and concerts.
DeCrane said there are 99 groups and 118 orientation
leaders, with some groups having two leaders. In addition,
there are 10 resource leaders who are "a step above" the
orientation leaders The resource leaders will handle
problems and questions in which the orientation leaders arc
not able to deal with, such as locked classrooms, DeCrane
said

Bowling Green will be one
of the few state universities
to open its doors this fall
with a full house
University President
Hollis A Moore Jr said last
week that with the possible
exception of
Miami
University, this school will
be the only university in
Ohio to meet its projected
enrollment for 197J-7S.
According to Robert
Rudd. director of residence
services, all dormitories and
fraternity and sorority
houses will be filled to
capacity when classes begin
Wednesday
Rudd's announcement is
in sharp contrast to the
situation facing other state
universities, which have
been predicting all summer
that
their on campus
enrollment will be down this
year

IN THE past, orientation group leaders were selected on
the basis of the number of organizations to which they
belonged, but this year students who have some leadership
experience were selected. These leaders were carefully
screened and trained. DeCrane said.
The freshmen will be divided by college and then
randomly assigned to groups of 34 The orientation leader
will be a member of the student's college
After a residence hall orientation today, the first activity
for freshmen will be tomorrow morning with Dr David
Hathaway, of the Counseling Center Dr. Hathaway will
conduct non-verbal and verbal excercises to initiate group
interaction and communication.
At 2 p m a 10-minute television presentation, showing a
quick look at the University, will be given. A discussion will
be held afterwards
On Tuesday morning freshmen will meet with the dean of
their colleges and afterwards with their advisors In the
afternoon, the optional lecture program and organization
open house will be held
There will also be a follow-up session with Dr Hathaway
for interested students
Tuesday there will be a free concert featuring Kenny
Loggins and Jim Messina at 9 p.m. in Anderson Arena

Just the
beginning

You just can't avoid them Schodulot, drop-add slips and long
linos mako up only a part of tho jigsaw punlo known as
rogtstration. Janina Dodd», frothman (Mus. Ed.), trios to
jugglo classos to fit her schodulo.

Number needed for drop-add
Students planning course
changes this fall will need a
number in order to go
through the drop-add
process
"We are going to hand
students a number before
they go through drop-add to
eliminate the need for
people standing in line and
to bring more control to the
system." said Cary Brewer,
assistant to the registrar
The student will be
treated on an individual
basis with a qualified
employee to assist him in his
course selection. Brewer
said
Brewer estimated the new
plan should move about 200
students through drop-add
per hour.
"The new system will be
less confusing, will put less
pressure on the student and
will revamp the scheduling
system." he said
He said students will still
stand in lines, but not for the
same length of time
"We are putting people in
lines, still, but in an
organized line." he said By

posting times indicating
when each number will be
called for drop-add. students
will be able to budget their
time
more efficiently."
Brewer said
A LIST of courses still
open to students will be
posted at the drop-add
location, he said.
In addition, a closed
course admission program
will be initiated. Brewer
said IV said the plan will
include employees who
accept names of students
who wish to sign up for
closed courses
These
names will be submitted to
the departments, which can
decide whether to open the
class to a larger number of
students.
The
"call number''
system of registration
resembles the procedures
used to register incoming
freshmen
According to Brewer, a
staff member met with each
incoming student to decide
on the student's courses. He
said the results were fed

into the computer to insure
against time conflicts.
Brewer said all freshmen
have
received
full
schedules
But the same cannot be
said for the upperclassmen
According to Brewer. 78 I
per cent of Bowling Green
students received full
schedules, while 219 per
cent
received partial
schedules
A full schedule consists of
at least 12 hours of class
time, regardless of whether
or not the student signed up
for more.
BREWER attributed the
high percentage of full
schedules each quarter to
the switch from in-person to
computer
registration
during fall quarter of 1971.
He said more students
have received their original

course
requests with
computer registration than
under the previous
registration system
According to Brewer, the
results of the demand
analysis for each course are
distributed
to
the
departments to compare
with the number of course
sections planned by the
department, he said.
The new system also
allows departments to
adjust class sizes on the
basis of student demand. It
also reduces the number of
human errors associated
with the previous system
and aids in planning future
course offerings, he said

Students can alter their
schedules Monday, Sept. 25,
at the Dogwood Suite. Union
from 8am to noon and I
p m to 5 p.m. and Tuesday.
Sept. 26. through Monday,
Oct. 2, at the Grand
Ballroom. Union from 8
.i in to noon and 1 p in to 5

p.m.

KENT STATE Universiu
has already closed one of its
older dormitories,
and
administrators at Ohio Slate
University have announced
that one of its two high-rise
dormitories will be emptv
this fall.
However. Rudd said
requests for on-campus
housing at this University
were so numerous that all
the dormitories were filled
by the end of July
Although he still has about
40 men and a few women on
a waiting list, he said he
expects to have them
assigned to dormitories by
the opening day of classes
through
last-minute
cancellations in registration.
Rudd said the University
was able to avoid the
housing problems facing
other schools because
administrators here realized
early last year that the
popularity of off-campus
living might begin to have
adverse effects on oncampus housing
Rigid enforcement of the

University
regulation
requiring all freshmen and
sophomores to live on
campus helped fill the
dormitories, he said
AS THE regulation now
stands, only those Ireshmen
and sophomores who are
married or live with their
parents within commuting
distance of the University
may live off campus
Although residence halls
are now filled. Rudd said the
University will continue its
strut enforcement of the
regulation
Rudd said a decrease in
the
number
of
upperclassmen enrolled
here also helped the hiusing
situation
since the
University was able to
recruit more freshmen, who
must live on campus, and
still stay within the 15.000
enrollment ceiling imposed
by the Ohm Hoard of
Regents
Freshman enrollment this
year is expected to reach
3.200. compared with 3.036
last year
AN INCREASE in the
number of transfer students
also helped. Rudd said
The registrars office
expects about 675 transfer
students this fall, roughly
175 more than last year

Rudd said another factor
that might have helped fill
the residence halls was a
decision to reduce the
number of students needed
to sign up for a fraternity or
sorority house before the
University would consider
that unit filled
That move eliminated
about 125 potential living
spaces, leaving the housing
office with only 8,000 or so
spaces to fill this year, he
said
Although the number of
upperclassmen living on
campus this year is
expected to be about the
same as last year. Rudd
predicted that next fall
more juniors and seniors
will live in campus housing
because of the dormitory
renovation
program
launched last summer
GLENN VAN WORMER.
dean of admissions and
records predicted that total
enrollment at the main cam
pus this fall would be about
15.400. roughly 100 more than
the number of students here
last year
In addition, he said about
400 students will be enrolled
at the Firelands branch
campus and the academic
centers at
Fremont.
Fostoria and Archhold

NOW THAT YOU'RE
AT B.G....
You're going to be noticing many things
that make up youi new surroundings We at
turn's would like to welcome you to Bowling
Green and invite you to /oin us and discover
line food

LtlLVTS
STADIUM PLAZA

Brewer
said fewer
students have to go through
drop-add
procedures
because of the switch to
computer registration

DRY CLEANERS
Open 7:30-6:00 P.M., MON -SAT

Dairy Queen Welcomes
Students To BG
Come in, sit down and try our new
menu including delicious Hamburgers,
and Hot Dogs from the Grill.

BEST DRY CLEANING
AT MOST REASONABLE PRICES
SHIRTS
VISIT US AT OUR NEW LOCATION AT
110 E NAPOLEON RD. BG

Boxed or on
Hangers

$

.35

NAPOUON ID

We Have 3 Flavors of
Soft Serve Ice Cream
Next to the tracks on Wootter

•PLEMTY FREE PARKMC*

Gift Wrap
V*

\
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fruck On Down Yo
The Bank Off Wood County
For Your Free Funky T-Shirt
Open a checking account with a deposit of $100 or more and we'll give you
a coupon for a free Funky T-Shirt, complete with the custom printing of your
choice. Then, just drop over to the D.J. Shirt Shack, The Traditional Den,
Oxford House Clothiers or to T. O.'s Campus Corners ... pick out the T-Shirt
you like . . . and tell 'em how you want it printed. F'rinting available includes
novelty transfers, any combination of Greek letters, fraternity or sorority
crests, or any combination of 8 letters so you can say what you want ... the
way you want! If you'd rather, your coupon may be applied to any purchase in
the store . . . it's worth $2.50. Open your checking account now. Offer ends
Saturday, October 21st.

156 NORTH MAIN
Phone: 353-2491

Young's Gift and Art Shop

Bank Of Wood County
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48-hour deadline on cars

Vehicles must be registered
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No matter what the problem, Fact Una want! to help. Juit
dial 372-2445. Th* campus information service keeps a
library of various information on hand and if they can't help
you with your particular problem, they'll refor you to
someone who will.

Fact Line

Students must register
any motor vehicle with
Campus Safety within 48
hours of that vehicle's
arrival on campus,
according to the 1972-73
pamphlet on motor vehicle
regulations issued by the
University Campus Safety
department.
Failure to register the
vehicle will result in a
warning, and. if it remains
unregistered after the
warning, there is a $25 fine.
After the warning and the
fine, if the vehicle still
remains unregistered, it
may be towed away at the
owner's expense.
TO REGISTER a vehicle,
the student must present a
valid driver's license, a

certificate of auto
registration and his Social
Security number.
Because of a deficit in last
year's Parking Services'
budget, registration fees
have been increased by |5
this year As of this month,
students and faculty will pay
$20 for registration and 110
for each extra vehicle.
When a student registers
his vehicle, he will receive a
copy of motor vehicle
regulations The pamphlet
includes information on
general
registration
regulations, parking
regulations, speed limits,
right-of-way and accident
regulations,
general
penalties and the right of
appeal
Sgt MR. Jones from

Phone lines ring' information
Confused as to what is
going on around campus?
Need the time and
temperature or the latest
information concerning
Falcon sports? Or do you
just need someone to talk
to'
If so
five telephone
information services are at
your fingertips.
Fact Line, the campus
telephone service, operates
a research center for

problems and questions, and
is a source for all types of
information-from scheduled events to personal
dilemmas
Freshmen, they'll even
help you if you've forgotten
which orientation group you
are in. Just dial 372-2445.
If the information is not
available immediately. Fact
Line will take your number
and call you back as soon as
it is obtained

The service operates from
8 a.m. until midnight
Monday through Friday and
from 5 p.m. until midnight
Saturday and Sunday.
Workers will begin
answering phones at noon
today.
Crisis Phone, 352-PLUS.
was put into operation to
assist young people in
trouble. The four major
areas of concern are
problem pregnancy, draft

Welcome Freshmen —
Come in and browse around. Get acquainted with us, and our store. We have everything
from jaw harps to band instruments; sheet
music and folios; books and supplies for Music
students; record players and tape recorders;
special order service; "45" records;

counseling, drug abuse and
suicide.
VOLUNTEERS manning
the phones have been
trained to handle emergency
calls and to assist those
people needing special
guidance.
All potential users of the
service are assured that
calls are taken in the
strictest confidence. The
service operates 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
For those of you that need
to set a watch or find out
how the temperature stands,
the Bank of Wood County
provides the time and
temperature by dialing 3521512.
If you're interested in the
latest scores from Falcon
games, there's "Falcon
V
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Closeout price on all LP's
Special: Pitch Pipes - $2.00
200 Guitars in stock
Guitar Teacher - John Gerry

uiMghtin it out

Petti's Alpine
Village
Restaurant

Sports Hotline" at your
service. By dialing 372BGSU. you'll hear a taped
message with the latest
scores, information on
upcoming games, and
interviews with players and
coaches.
The tape is changed daily
at5:30p.m
"Let Freedom Ring" (3525278) offers a patriotic
message around the clock.
The service is sponsored by
the Wood County Chapter of
the John Birch Society.

Parking Services, will be
available today at freshman
orientation to answer any
questions and to distribute
copies of the motor vehicle
regulations pamphlet and
information about vehicle
registration.
Jones said his office in
Commons will be open lo
answer any additional
questions
BICYCLES must also be
registered with the Campus
Safety office. A city
ordinance requires that a
bicycle be registered and
that the owner display the
registration plate. The cost
is one dollar.
According to Dale F
Shaffer, director of Campus
Safety, unregistered bicycles can't be traced if they
are stolen.

Stoner named
Union director
Richard R. Stoner,
director of the Kansas State
Teachers Union since 1967,
has been named new
director of the University
Union. He will assume his
duties starting Oct. 1.
Stoner will be responsible
for administering a number
of programs, including
snack bars and dining halls
with a combined annual
sales volume of more than
1800.000.

He will also be in
charge of the gift shop, a
game room with pool tables
and bowling alleys, a ticket
office and various meeting
rooms.
Stoner succeeds Col.
Farrar M Cobb. the only
director the Union has had
in its 16-year existence.
Cobb will remain at Bowling
Green as managing
consultant until the transfer
of directors is complete.

WELCOME YOU TO BOWLING GREEN
BE A CONCERNED CITIZEN
REGISTER AND VOTE

"Everything Musical"
126 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio

J
J
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Register: On Campus Monday Sept. 25th. Thursday 28th & Friday 29th.
(River Room, Student Union 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM)
At the Board of Elections. 500 Lehman Ave. until Oct. 10th.

Mini - Refrigerators

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED AT HOME
MAKE APPLICATION FOR ABSENTEE BALLOTS NOW!
at 3?0 Williams Hall or Wood County Young Republicans. 241 /V. Main Street
Robert Barber, Chr. Esc Com. Wood Co. Rep.
W. River Road, Perrysburg, O.
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Your Downtown Jeweler's since 1918
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the all new fashion jewelers
where there is more for you —

c

BGSU jewelry
Charms, pendants
Rings, guards
Lighters, chains
Fraternity and Sorority
Jewelry - lavaliers,
Guards, dangles,
Charms
In stock items and
Special order service

Renl Yours From

Bee Gee Rental & Sales
125 W. POE ROAD
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Phone 352-1604 For Free Delivery

♦ Instant Delivery

w Reasonable Rates

• No Deposit

♦ B.(j. Firm - 15 years
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Volunteers needed
for UCF tutoring
The United Christian Fellowship i UCF) needs between 160
and 225 volunteers to participate in a tutoring program,
according to Peter Manner. UCF director of Community
Services.
Manner said volunteers are needed to tutor elementary
and high school students in the Bowling Green-Toledo area.
Bus drivers, typists and program designers are also needed.
Special programs dealing with the aged and the educable
mentally retarded also need volunteers.
Manner said an organizational meeting has been planned
for the beginning of October Additional information can be
obtained at UCF (353-8912).

PARENTS

Diamonds • watches
Fine jewelry —
Earrings from *2°°
Charms - bracelets
Necklaces, pins
Silverware, china
Pewter
Repair service —
Engraving - watch
And Jewelry problems?
See us - Estimates
First!

Do you get the real news
about what's going on here at
B.G.S.U.?Students, unfortunately, are more in the
habit of writing home for
*5.00 than to inform you of a
change in University policy or
a fee hike. Things often happen fast here. The BG NEWS
concentrates on reporting all
of the news quickly and accurately. Why not read...

THE BG NEWS
'4.50 per quarter -s 12.50 for three
|NAME_
■ STREET-

MAIL OR DELIVER TO
THE BG NEWS

| CITY
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Immrnhm kf Omm > Him
Keith Hinebaugh, freshman (B.A.), starts
the school year a little earlier than usual
by helping to landscape the new ninehole addition to the University golf course.

A

VQI UNTEER to help reeled Ihe PRESIDENT! Contact Campus Young Republicans

Keep Food mill Drink Fresh
and Ready lo Eal

The fire prevention
bureau directed 139 fire
drills, responded to 18 fires,
and conducted 682 fire
prevention inspections
during the same period.

The Campus Safety office
is open every day. 24 hours a
day. Officers are also on
foot patrol and car patrol.
The police telephone
number is 372-2346
Campus safety includes
University police, Parking
Services
and
fire
prevention. The safety
department employs 35
people full time and three
part time

THE WOOD COUNTY REPUBLICANS »

BIGELOW MUSIC SHOPPE

ACCORDING to Shaffer,
during the last academic
year there were 341 cases of
petty larceny (theft under
160). 120 cases of grand
larceny I theft over $60). 154
bicycle thefts. 72 vehicle
accessory thefts and 138
cases of breaking and
entering
Shaffer said most cases of
breaking and entering

Shaffer said he welcomes
the University community,
especially freshmen, to call
or stop in at his office if they
have any question regarding
Campus Safety's responsibilities.

We have a fine repair department for all instruments

THE ORIGINAL

resulted from unlocked
doors. He said most stolen
bicycles were also left
unlocked.
During the period from
July 1. 1971 to June 30. 1972.
Campus Safety handled two
cases of assault with a
deadly weapon. 33 cases of
assault and battery, three
charges of rape, lone
unfounded and two arrests),
one suicide. 11 cases of
indecent exposure and nine
cases of window peeking
The parking bureau issued
10.858 decals. 245 parking
violation tickets and 524
warnings during the last
academic vear

Nineteen of the police
officers are city auxiliary
policemen and have
jurisdiction anywhere in the
city of Bowling Green
During the last academic
year. University police
responded to 1.844
complaints and 149 traffic
accidents They made 242
arrests. (Anyone arrested
by University police is
charged in Bowling Green
Municipal Court.)
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Area service organizations outlined
In Bowling Gre«n and the surrounding area many organizations provide
services to residents Several services
are provided free o! charge The following list comprises a directory of
some of the services available

Counseling
Center
Located at 320 Student Services Bldg
372-2081 Open 8 am -5 pm Monday
through Friday. Dr Frank Arnold,
director Personal and social counseling
and psychotherapy available free of
charge
to
students
Individual
counseling is the major service of the
center, but growth groups and focus
groups are also available, as is
psychological testing
The staff consists ol six counselors,
four graduate assistants, director,
assistant director, psychometrisl and
receptionists

room open 24 hours. Visiting hours: I
p.m. to 8 p.m. for medical and surgical,
2:30 to 4 pm and 6:30 to 8 p.m. for obstetrics.

learning disorders, personality, and
work potential; individual and group
treatment of children and adults, consultation with teachers. Judges, welfare workers, and other representatives of agencies regarding the treatment or management of individuals
under their care and supervision, and
research consultation relative to design
or data analysis.
The fees for psychological services
are dependent on the nature of the services rendered, the annual income of
the family and family size

A non-profit organization open to all
patients 165 beds available. Room and
board rates wards 14 bedsi. 848daily.
semi-private rooms (two beds). $50
and $51.50 daily; private rooms. $58 and
$60 daily, special care unit. $88 daily;
nursery. $22 daily
About 34 physicians use the hospital's
facilities, with about 26 using them regularly. Local physicians are on call for
duty in the emergency room. Out-patient services are available: x-ray.
laboratory, and four-stall emergency
room Physical therapy available Positions open for physicians.

Wood County Hospital
950 W Wooster St.. 352-6571 William
Culbertaon. administrator. Emergency

Wood County
Mental Health Clinic
Located at 1010 N Prospect St . 352
5249 Dr. V V. Urba. director and psychiatrist An out-patient psychiatric
clinic available to all residents of Wood
County. Family, individual, and narcotherapy services available. No formal
referral is needed. All services are free
of charge Staff members include clinical psychologists and social workers.
Tax supported, the clinic is 10 years
old.
Pours: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday; open until 8 p.m.
on Mondays and Wednesdays

Immunization Clinics
Located at Wood County Health Department, 541 W Wooster St 353-5081
Clinics are held on the first and third
Wednesday of each month, from 2 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. All immunizations are free
of charge. Smallpox vaccine, typhoid
vaccine, measles vaccine and other immunizations are available. Vaccines
for mumps, cholera, yellow fever, and
other overseas type diseases are not
given. Copies of immunization records
are available

Psychological Services
Center
Located in room 309 in the Psychology Bldg Open 8am to 5 p m Monday through Friday. 372-2540. Dr Donald F Kausch, director Established
for the purpose of training graduate
students in the area of clinical psychology and to provide needed psychological services to individuals and agencies
in Bowling Green and nearby communities
The center is staffed by II psychologists, all holding Ph Ds from accredited institutions Graduate student
employees work directly under staff
supervision
The services provided include diagnostic evaluations of intelligence.

Family Planning
Clinic
Located at Wood County Health Department. 541 W Wooster St.. 353-5081
Appointments can be made any time
but the clinic is open only on Wednesdays from 5 to 8:30 p.m. and Thursdays
from 8:30 to 10 a.m.
All forms of contraception are pro-

.by I
An almost unlimited number of WHIMling
programs—from growth group* to 'just loJkiog it
ever'-are avaaaWe at me Counseling Center, 320
Student Service* Mdg.

vided free of charge to males and females, married and single, of any age
Donations are asked. Referrals are
made for vasectomies and tubal ligations. and for abortion counseling
Also available are six-week postnatal check-ups. pap smears; veneral
disease tests and treatment; pregnancy tests including pelvic and breast
examination; and vaginal infections
treatment

Karma
Located at 525 Pike St 352-2225 Dr
Marvin Kumler, director of counseling
services; Raun Mr Masters, coordinator of counselors. Personal and telephone counseling for drug users. Drug
information, analysis, and counseling
available. Open 24 hours. Direct telephone link with Crisis Phone, 352-7587.
a central problem information service
Staffed by about 50 volunteer
workers Referrals available for most
situations Confidential drug acceptance and analysis

Planned Parenthood
League of Toledo
217 15th St , Toledo. 246-3651 WillieT
Hancock Jr.. executive director
Founded to make birth control universally accessible so that individuals may
make their own informed decisions
about child spacing
Medical assistance is offered, as well
as education concerning family planning and population dynamics Services
offered regardless of age or marital
status.
Available are contraceptive service,
infertility
referral,
sterilization
referral, pap test, breast examination, urinalysis, gonorrhea culture.

blood tests, pregnancy tests, problem
pregnancy counseling, and abortion
counseling with referrals to New York.

University Post Office
Main floor. University Hall. Open
9.30 a.m. to noon, I to 4:50 p.m.
Monday through Friday; 9:30 to II 30
am. on Saturday Receives one federal
mail delivery daily (in the morning).
Last pick up for federal mail is at 4:15
p m. Campus mail is usually delivered
the same day as mailed Federal mail
goes to Toledo for sorting
Stamps and money orders may be
purchased; packages may be mailed;
mail may be registered or certified
Money orders may not be cashed
All official University mail to be sent
via the U S. Mail is to be delivered to
the University post office unsealed if it
is to be metered Such mail must also
bear the sender's name and a University department return address. The
university requests that all personal
magazines and periodicals be mailed to
employees' home addresses and that
graduate assistants use their home departments for their University addresses
The University zip code is 43403, the
city zip code, 43402 The federal post
office is located at 305 N. Main St.

The Green Sheet
Published by University News
Service, 806 Administration Bldg.. 3722616 First edition will appear Oct 2
and every week thereafter. Lists
activities for the week and includes
feature stories on the University. Copy
deadlines are noon on Wednesday
preceding publication Deadline for the
first edition is noon Sept. 27.
Editor Kathy Lew ton Assistant
editor: Randy Morrison.

THE FLOWERHOUSE

Doctor now on 24-hour duty

(ACROSS FROM WOOSTER WINE I
WELCOME TO BG

in-patient and out-patient
services
"In the average school
year, we handle about 2.200
in-patients and. last year,
more than 45.000 outpatients.' Roper said "We
have about 30 in-patients at
all times "
The peak period for inpatient service is usually
during December and January The average stay is two
dayi
Students with long-term
illnesses, such as mononucleosis. are generally transferred to a different surrounding, in most cases
their parents home Persons with serious illnesses
are normally sent directly to
Wood County Hospital for
treatment
The Health Center staff
includes six full-time
physicians, 14 full-time
registered nurses and 10

The University I'eallh
Center will offer emergency
care with a physician on
duty 24 hours a day beginning this fall
Health
Center
administrator Robert G
Roper said last week the
decision to assign a doctor to
the center at all times
forced a $4 increase in alter
hours emergency
fees,
moving the total fee up to $7
Previously,
physicians
were on duty during regular
clinic hours, but only one
doctor was on call at his
home to handle after-hours
emergencies
HOURS AT the center are
from 830 to II 40 a m and I
to 4 45 p m on weekdays
and 9 30 to II 30 a m on Saturday
The 102-bed center,
located north ol the Library
on Ridge Street, offers both

Center staff. Roper said
prices for medicine
dispensed at the Health
Center are about half the
rate charged at commercial
pharmacies.
The center also offers a
Blue Cross-Blue Shield
insurance plan for students
who are not already covered
under their parents' policies The center's plan includes hospitalization and
physicians' fees.

nurses' aides The center
also employs about 30
students who work in the kitchen and as aides and laboratory tex'hmcians.

IN

ADDITION,

the

center employs a full-time
dentist who is available for
all dental work except routine check-ups.
Although students are
charged for medications
prescribed by the Health

Other services at the center include:
-A 24-hour ambulance service employing 12 student
drivers to man an ambulance and a station wagon
equipped for emergency
care.
--A
physiotheraphy
program.
•-A
pharmacy
and
laboratory

ALL B.G.S.U. STUDENTS
o
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(Except Collision Repair)

o
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At VAMOS FORD
1089 N. Main Street
Phone 353-5361

CO

o

WE WIRE FIOWERS ANYWHERE

PHONE 353-1045

BG's Finest and Largest
selection of
Imported and Domestic Wines
Special i ©PSI 8 pk. 16 oz. Bottles 73

15% DISCOUNT 15%

o
o
co

Your Campus Florist For All Your Floral Needs

plus deposit

also try new Boones Farm Wild Mountain Grape
WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF BEER AN0 WINE AVAILABLE AT

RACKETEERS

New Dairy Queen Bldg., Wooster

9 a.m.-12 p.m.

KEEPING YOU INFORMED...

ASK FOR "SHEP"or "BUTCH"
^Jaicon'PtBma

ANY MAKE - ANY MODEL CAR

MOTEL

Buy A Gift Certificate
For A Pisanello's Pizza
■^S^JjflS*!

>tft (firrttfiratr
H. isanello s

. c

103 N M.i»
Bowling G--.n. oh,o

FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE 353-9863

REMEMBER US WHEN
FRIENDS AND FAMILY
COME TO VISIT
1450 EAST WOOSTER STREET
STATE ROUTE 64. EAST
PHONE 353-9863
ACROSS FROM BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY Across from Haishman
14 MILE WEST OF INTERSTATE 75 EXIT 89
• RESTAURANT

• CARPETED

Good lor any

Pino

mwfmfvmm

Range From H.25 to '4.95
Can be used anytime during the quarter

Send a check for the amount and we will
Mail the gift certificate or stop in and pick it up

• ROOM PHONES
• AIR CONDITIONED

B&W and Coloi Cable TV

OPEN 5 P.M.-l A.M. DAILY

Free Delivery
352-5166
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Local campaigns seek workers

Socialist Party hc-aaquortcrv 301 Hay** Hall.

Republican Parly h*adquort«rs, 241 N. Main Si.
The woman calmly
assured him he'd have
plenty of work to do. but as
he walked out the door, she
handed him a quiet reminder
"Remember, be a gentleman Be respectful toward
the opponent. We definitely
disagree with him, but we
respect him as a gentleman."
The boy nodded his head in
agreement.

Republican
Party
The secretary at Nixon
headquarters was signing up
a teenage boy as a campaign
volunteer.
The boy had already submitted his name once at the
Republican campaign booth
at the Wood County fair, but
he was so anxious to work on
the campaign that he came
down to the headquarters at
241 N. Main Street to sign up
a second time.

RESPECT and dignityalmost key words at the
Wood County Republican
party headquarters
From the red, white and
blue reception area to the
neatly furnished conference
section, the converted store-

~4tAMCRKAN
MOTORS

"WHfM fXCIT ING THINGS A If HAPPtNING"
SAUS • SIKVICl • PARTS
SAFE IU V - SELECT U! ED CARS
• COUHTEO JS, EFFICIENT SERVICE
• HIGH TKADE IN AL LOWANCE
LOWEST PKICE S POSSIBLE
• QUALITT CARS
• QUAL ITT SERVICE

•

A
A BCIWLING

|p

front office reflects a quiet,
established county organization
Clare Ormond is th<
secretary at the Bowling
Green office. She's relatively new to Wood County, a
former English teacher who
decided to devote her time
to the Republican campaign
Right now. her biggest
chore is to round up volunteers for the fall campaign.
"We need them for everything, especially to mail out
all the campaign literature
that's just beginning tc
come into our headquarters." she said.
FOR THE TIME being,
the Main Street office will
be the headquarters for both
local and national Republican campaigns However,
Ormond said the Committee
to Re-elect the President is
hoping to move to a separate
office soon to coordinate
local efforts to re-elect
President Nixon.

■■

GRADY SAID he hopes to
have enough volunteers to
keep the campus office open
from 8 am. to 5 p.m. every
day after classes begin
He, loo, needs volunteers

DO YOUR THING!
Macrame'
Rug Hooking
Crewel

GREEN
MO rOR SALES, INC.

Candle Supplies
Beads
Needlepoint
Yarns

to canvass students by telephone and in person and to
mail out campaign literature
He said his office will also
attempt to bring representatives for President Nixon to
campus to discuss the campaign
The Republicans have already arranged to bring
House Minority Leader
Gerald Ford to campus Oct.
21
Grady said he and other
Republican volunteers will
be on hand next week during
the campus voter registration drive in the Union
They will also set up a
table for campaign literature during freshman orientation.
Grady said the campus
office will be working closely with the downtown headquarters
throughout
the
campaign
THE DOWNTOWN office
is now open every weekday
from 10 a.m. to noon. 1 to 4
p.m. .mil 7 to9p.m
Ormond said the office
will probably open on Saturdays later in the campaign

Socialist
Party
On Nov. 8 when other
political parties begin
shutting headquarters after
a long and exhausting
presidential campaign, the
Socialist Workers Party will
still be in business
Although its members will
be campaigning this fall to
elect candidate Linda
Jenness as President, major
emphasis will be placed on
creating mass movements
in opposition
to the
Indochina
war
and
oppression of all peoples, be
they blacks,
women,
Chicanos or workers.
According to Jim Baker, a
graduate of the University
and H member of the Young
Socialists Alliance lYSA).
the University has given the
workers' party on-campus
office space through the
election

HOWEVER, he said he's
working to obtain permanent facilities for YSA to
further its year-long efforts
to involve people in activities designed to force an end
to U.S. intervention abroad
and oppression of various
groups both here and in
other count ires
Local party activities are
now centered in SOI Hayes
Hall. Baker said officially
the office will be open all
day Monday through Friday,
although party members
will probably be at work
there seven days a week and
at any hour of the day or
night
Like representatives of
other political parties. YSA
members will have party literature available at a table
in University Hall during
freshman orientation
They will also sell pamphlets in their Hayes Hall
office about "practically
every kind of revolutionary
movement." Baker said
In addition, the office has
free books on capitalism, socialism and various political

BOOK'S BIKE SHOP
SERVICE

,

353-7691 OR 352-0633

THE FRENCH KNOT

tv> 6ft *

HID CARPIT Dtali
KT BIN 01X11 f IWT | JUST N. 01 iOWUNQGAUN

118 W WOOSTERST.

102W.POE

movements donated to YSA
by party supporters, he said
BAKER SAID vice presidential candidate Andrew
Pulley will be on campus
some time before the election YSA is also attempting
to bring other members of
the Socialist Workers Party
to the University
However. YSA isn't
waiting until the end of the
campaign to turn its attention lo other issues Plans
are already underway for an
anti war demonstration to
be held before the Nov 7
election
What we're hoping lo do
at this University is build a
united front, a coalition of
organizations attempting to
achieve various goals-women's liberation, black
liberation, an end to the
war." Baker said
He said his organization
isn't attempting lo persuade
everyone at the University
to become official members
of the party. It just wants to
get people involved in liberation movements, he said
Tentative plans for YSA
this year include a week
long study of socialism, with
socialist speakers and workshops

SALES

largest selection in this area"

uly Bowling Gr«M Rambler
FOB. INFORMATION CALL

Although voter registration drives have become
a big part of this year's campaign for both parties.
Ormond said the Republicans have shifted the major
responsibility for registration to the precinct committeemen rather than conducting a centralized registration campaign from their
downtown office.
However, they have set up
a campus office in 320
Williams Hall in an effort to
win the student vote.
Denny Grady. junior
IA&S), is in charge of the
Williams Hail office, with
the help of Jack Shrader.
college director for the Ohio
branch of the Young Voters
for the President

965 H. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone 352-2431

353-8323

Baker said volunteers are
needed to staff the YSA office For more information
about volunteer work or the
Socialist Workers Party itself, visit 301 Hayes Hall

ARMSTRONG THEATRES SAYS "LET'S GET ACQUAINTED" ALL STUDENTS $1.00 THRU MS., SEPT. 26
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American Party haadauarttrt, 109Stat«St

Democratic Party h*ooquor»*rt. 115 W. Oak S»

Campus offices facilitate voters
and on Sunday from noon to
midnight

Democratic

According to Judy Roller,
office manager, more volunteers are a must
She said people are needed
to telephone residents who
haven't registered to vote;
canvass dormitories and
student apartments by foot;
stuff and address envelopes;
type; drive residents to the
county board of elections office to register to vote;
speak on behalf of the
Democratic ticket at club
meetings; take pictures and
even handle a little carpentry

Party
It was Saturday night and
the bars and theaters downtown were just beginning to
fill, but around the corner
at the Wood County Democratic headquarters.
McGovern volunteers were
still at work
At II p in the telephones
were still ringing, volunteers were still stuffing and
addressing envelopes, and in
the corner a young man was
diligently drawing up a poster advertising for still more
workers.
As soon as one job was
finished, Vicki Morin. coordinator for the Fifth Congressional District, would
hand the volunteer still
another assignment

Although the entire Fifth
District organixation n conducting most of the same
programs developed at the
national party headquarters.
Roller said volunteers here
are making an extra effort
to work with the Chicane
community and the farm
bloc
To reach the student vote,
Democrats will also be
sharing a campus office with
Republican volunteers in 320
Williams Kail.

It almost seemed as
though the McGovernShriver headquarters at 115
West Oak never closed

Friday, and about 30 tomorrow during the first day of
the registration drive.
The Oak Street office is
conducting campaigns for
both the McGovern-Shriver
ticket and local candidates
However. Roller said the organization hopes to shift
some of its programs to
another downtown office
within the near future
"Originally the Oak Street
office was supposed to be
the headquarters for the enlire Democratic campaign,
but we just don't have
enough room here,'' she
said
In order to help volunteers
keep up with campaign activities. Roller said the party
will publish a newsletter to
"tell them what's going on
and what we need."
Volunteers will also be
distributing literature and
posters throughout the campaign
IN ADDITION to handling
the local aspects of such
fund-raising drives as the
Million Member Club lan

ROLLER SAID volunteers
will be on hand during the
campus registration drive
this week in the Union. She
expects to send at least SO
volunteers on Thursday and

THE OFFICE is officially
open Monday through Saturday from 9 a m to midnight

HOUSES
A
N

APARTMENTS
by

attempt to raise $25 million
by collecting $25 from one
million Democrats). Roller
said Bowling Green volunteers will also try to raise
money through bake sales
and similar activities.
Whether or not students
plan to work as McGovern
volunteers. Roller urged
them to stop in at the Oak
Street headquarters some
time during the campaign.
"Come down and see us."
she said "Find out what
we're doing It's the best
thing the students can do."

American
Party
By its own admission, its
volunteers are inexperienced in politics, its finances
are low and the time available to build it into a
smooth-running organization
is extremely short, but the
American Party (API will

be in Bowling Green this fall
fighting to elect its candidate as President of the
United States
Edward Williams, coordinator tor the American
Party's fifth district in Ohio,
including Wood County,
readily admitted his party's
problems in a letter to the
news media
But he also stressed what
he considered its strong
points-" two excellent candidates (John Schmltz for
President. Tom Anderson
for vice president) and an
excellent party platform."
To sell the candidates and
the platform, the Ohio
American Independent
Party (AIP). an affiliate of
the American Party, will
open a Schmitz-Anderson
headquarters for Wood
County tomorrow.
The office, located at 109
State St.. will be open from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. seven days a
week
According to Lou Michelli.

co-chairman of the Wood
County Schmitz-Anderson
campaign, his office will be
able to do what the Democrats and Republicans in
Wood County can't.
Because neither the AP or
the AIP have candidates
running for local office, his
staff will be able to concentrate entirely on the presidential campaign
Michelli said he definitely
needs volunteers to staff the
State Street office and mail
out campaign literature
Ke said he'll also be
pushing hard for voter registration, especially during
the last week before registration closes (Oct. 10).
Michelli said his group
will definitely aim for the
student vote--'that's why we
have our headquarters so
close to campus."
He's hoping to schedule
Schmitz for a personal
appearance on campus
sometime during the last
two weeks of the campaign

He said he'd like the visit to
include a major address to
the community and several
student forums.
Since the Schmitz-Anderson headquarters is just
opening. Michelli said plans
for the campaign are still a
little indefinite.
"We'll try anything to get
the message across to the
people," he said
However, he said his organization will not attempt
to appeal to any particular
ethnic group. Instead, the

AP will be shooting for the
majority of the people, regardless of their ethnic
background
In addition to working for
the Presidential campaign,
his staff will also have petitions to repeal the state income tax on hand
Michelli said proponents
of the repeal movement
have been given 10 days
beginning Sept 28 to make
up for the 30,000 signatures
on repeal petitions that were
earlier ruled invalid.

T.O.'s Campus Corner
across from Kohl Hall

Imprinted Sportswear
Bring youi coupon in from
the Bank of Wood County
for your free T-shirt

CHI OMEGA

THE SBX

WELCOMES
ALL
FRESHMEN
TO B.G.

WISHES TO EXTEND
A WARM WELCOME TO
ALL NEW STUDENTS

LIVE AND LET LIVE

-GOOD LUCK IN THECOMING SCHOOL YEAR

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
MODEL AT 650 6th STREET SUITE 8
(INDOOR SWIMMING POOL)

PHONE 352-9378

with a set of Koss Headphones

LEITMANS
BACK TO SCHOOL
LEVI STA-PREST CENTER"

Koss Coupon Special

Make LEITMANS Your
Back-To-School Clothing
Headquarters For...

• LEVI STA-PREST
SLACKS & JEANS
— No Ironing Needed —

•SPORT COATS
PF.RMA PRESS
•SHIRTS Amm • Shaprly

• SWEATERS *•****•«
Forum
• SLACKS Rntoo Asker

•JACKETS Woolrkh
DOUBLE-KNIT
SLACKS AND SPORT COATS

Leitman's Men's Wear
147 N. Mala SI
I'h K4-7S1I
FREE PARKING IN REAR - USE BACK ENTRANCE

Retail

|
i
j
I
i
1

KRD-711 $29.95
K-6LC
29.95
KO-727B 34.95
New HV-1 39.95
K-747
45.00
Pro-4AA
60.00

Sp. Prices *

$23.50
23.50
27.50
31.50
36.50
45.00

* with this coupon

Stop In and Choose from a
Large Selection of
NEW AND USED TEXTS
THISWEEKONLY

A FREE FALCON PEN WITH
ANY PURCHASE!

We have component systems to fit anyone's needs.
Stop by we'll make it worth your while.

SOUND ASSOCIATES
"The Sound Specialists"
Comer of N. Main and Court - 354-4322

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 EAST WOOSTER - across from Founders
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SBO president outlines 1972-73 plops
i iaig Talialerro will be replaced as
wee pretldenl or the Student Body
Organization (SBO), President Jeff
.-hrnnan said last week.
Taliaferro was officially withdrawn
Irom the University June 6 for non-payment of fees, and was therefore unable
to perform his duties for part of spring
quarter
K.v.iuso of this absence during his
term of office, if Taliaferro returns to
ihr University fall quarter, he will not
bfl permitted to return to office. Sher.1. in said

His successor will be appointed by
miM, subject to approval by the
Steering Committee of SBO
TWO OTHER positions in the
governmental body are also vacant
I vnd.i Thomas, chief justice of the Student Arbitration Board, resigned for
personal reasons. Dennis Kelly, representative on the Student Advisory
Hoard to Governor John J Uilligan.
will not return to the University due to
his failure to maintain the minimum
gl ade average
Steve Miller. SBO coordinator of
i.lie ;ind community affairs, said the
latter position can be used as an
effective influence or a scapegoat ' by
Uov (lilligan
llnth positions are also appointed by
Sherman, subject to Steering Committee approval
The elections and opinion board begun under the direction of Art Toalston
during his term as SBO president (1971721 may be reinstated, according to
Sherman.
Using referendums and questionnaires, the board would seek information on what students think about
various issues, he said
Iteferendums would be held in a
fashion similar to student body elections Questionnaires would be distributed campus-wide
Sherman also hopes to rekindle stulent interest in the report of the Chartei Commission
The charter, completed at the beginning of the 1972 winter quarter, calls for
i University Assembly composed of
undergraduate and graduate students,
idministrators and faculty. The assembly would be delegated powers to
supercede Faculty Senate, SBO and the
(: raduate Student Senate (USSI.
RATIFICATION procedures as outined in the new charter call for a re-

view of the report by all existing
governmental structures and submission of proposed changes and acceptances to the President's Advisory
Council) PAC).
The charter is currently in the "review" stage.
"I want to get more people with different views back on the track so that
we can make recommendations on the
report," Sherman said. "At the very
least, we plan to develop the ombudsman concept to handle student and
faculty complaints."
Tuesday, Sept 28 has been proclaimed National Student Government Day by President Nixon, according to Sherman.
SBO representatives will man a table
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m on the first floor
of University Hall in conjunction with
"Organizations Day" for freshman
orientation They will talk to students
about student government.
Thirty-one other organizations will
also man tables to give information
and answer questions

even those which would benefit from
Millett's plan-not to increase the
individual pieces of the higher education pie. but to increase the whole pie,"
Miller said.
I'e said he thinks one result of
Millett's plan would be a change in the
mixture of students at the University.
He explained that many students
might spend their first two years at a
junior or two-year college where fees
would be lower If these students then
transfered to the University, the result
could be a much greater percentage of
juniors and seniors than freshmen and
sophomores, he said.
Because juniors and seniors can live
off-campus, this situation could mean
that dormitories would stand empty
with off-campus rents "sky high," or
the University would require students
to live on campus during their junior
year, Miller said.
Miller hopes to work with the Office
of Voter Facilitation to distribute information about the income tax referendum on the Ohio ballot in November.

Community,
State Affairs

ALTHOUGH Secretary of State Ted
Brown has included the income tax referendum on the ballot, it is still uncertain whether or not residents will be
permitted to vote on the issue
Several law suits challenging the
validity of signatures on petitions to repeal the tax are still pending. The outcome of these cases will determine if
residents will be able to vote on the
issue
"If the income tax is repealed, I
see a fee hike, because the effect of the
tax will be an immediate cutback in the
funds available to higher education,'
Miller said.
"Basically, we want to force the
Ohio legislature to live up to its fiscal
responsibility," he added.
A consumer protection agency is
being organized under Miller's direction to monitor consumer interest in
the University community.

Miller said his state and community
affairs olfice would be working with
other student government organizations in Ohio to deal with former Board
of Regents Chancellor John Millett's
proposed plan for higher education
The plan calls for reducing tuition at
Ohio's two-year campuses by 29 per
cent and increasing tuition at the fouryear campuses by 90 per cent.
It would establish a new state loan
fund and permit students at four-year
campuses to borrow from it in order to
meet the 90 per rent increase in their
tuition
The existing instructional grants program for students from low-income
families would be continued
Miller termed the plan a "political
ploy to divide the education camp into
warring lactions."
I'e said a new organization centered
in Kent has been formed to enable students, faculty and administrators of
both public and private school to unite
to defeat the proposal.
"THE ULTIMATE goal is to pull all
facets of higher education together-

"WE NEED people who are tired of
being ripped off, people who are willing
to invest some of their time to gather
evidence to make it possible to correct
any wrongs we find," Miller said
He plans to study utility companies
and food, gas and clothing prices to
determine if any case can be made for
more consumer protection.
Eventually, the consumer protection
agency may serve as an "umbrella

agency" for the Student Housing
Association and any standing committees appointed by the agency during its
research.
Because his office represents University students, Miller said it may
exert some influence on local issues,
including:
Fire protection-how much is adequate?
Water-sewage treatment plantwhere should it be located and will it be
necessary to use student money for its
construction?

Academic
Affairs
Bill Arnold, coordinator of academic
affairs, said his staff has been working
on reevaluatlng group requirements in
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Of special concern is the foreign language requirement. An alternative to
the requirement, as it currently exists
has already been proposed by the department of romance languages.
It calls for three foreign language
courses taught in English with no laboratory in the first year and two
courses to develop reading skill and
reading in English translations during
the second year.
The proposal, as issued by the committee on curriculum revision in the romance languages department, is
viewed as an alternative, not a replacement, for the present audio-lingual
courses.
According to Arnold, the report of
the Arts and Sciences committee for
group requirements should be released
this week. Its section on language requirements will probably be similar to
the romance languages department
proposal, he said.
BEFORE any change in the group
requirements can be made, it must be
approved by the Arts and Sciences
Council and Academic Council. Any
change that would affect only a single
department need only meet with departmental approval.
Arnold said the language requirement proposal should be "moving off
the desk and on to the table soon. If it
isn't proposed soon, I plan to take it to
Academic Council myself."

Arnold is also working with Dr.
Edward I-Te Chen, assistant professor
of history, to obtain a part-time instructor in Japanese and/or Chinese
for the Asian Studies program
The cost would be about $8,000 for
the instructor's part-time salary. The
second year, he or she would teach full
time at a cost of $16,000, Arnold said
"I have received a letter from the
administration indicating that there is
no money for an Asian Studies language instructor at this time." he said.
"But in the two year interim since
this program was proposed, another
language program-in Portuguese-has
been proposed and approved To me.
this doesn't make sense." he said
ACADEMIC advising is another concern for Arnold and his office. "I am
trying to arrange to have class time
waived for faculty who are genuinely
interested in students as people, so
they can spend more time counseling
and developing rapport with those they
advise. This (advising) shouldn't be a
once a year thing." he said
Arnold said he plans to set up an ad
hoc committee to explore some questions about advising, including:
-Why do students avoid their advisors?
-What should be the role of the advisor?
-How much credit should be accorded faculty members for their
duties as advisors?

Information
"Complaint, Comment and Compliment," also known as the "Hot Sheet,"
will be distributed in the residence
halls again this fall, according to
Dennis Petine. coordinator of communications.
The "Hot Sheet," begun last year as
an SBO project, allows students living
in residence halls to raise questions
about the University and make suggestions If the "Hot Sheet" is mailed to
the SBO office, 405 Student Services
Bldg., the student will receive a response within 24 hours, Petine said.
"Hot Sheets" can be obtained in the
residence advisors' room.
There will also be a SBO activities
bulletin board on the first floor of University Hall.

Cultural v..V
Affairs

Cultural Boost, a student-run program designed to raise supplemental
funds for campus speakers and entertainment, netted about $6,500 during
registration this year
Chris McCracken, coordinator for
cultural affairs, said, "Although I
haven't received a breakdown on the
contributions. I think about two-thirds
of the money was donated by freshmen ." Cards will be distributed again
early fall quarter in an effort to raise
more money
Cultural Boost contributors will be
entitled to a discount or free admission
to events sponsored by Cultural Boost.
McCracken said
"This is so those who don't contribute to the program don't take undue
advantage of those who do." Sherman
said
AN EFFORT will be made this year
to coordinate programs sponsored by
the Union Activities Organization
IUAO) and Cultural Boost to avoid duplication of effort. Sherman said
"This would save on expenses for the
University and enable us to bring better groups to campus by pooling our resources." he said
McCracken labeled the coordination
of UAO and Cultural Boost activities a
"lofty goal with no success asaared at
this time "
A CONTEMPORARY singing group.
Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina, will
perform Tuesday night at 9 p.m in
Memorial Hall
Messina was formerly with Buffalo
Springfield and Poco.
The concert is sponsored by the
Office of Student Activities and (ul
iur.il Boost Admission is free
Comedian George Carlin will perform Sunday. Oct 15 at 9 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom. Union Carlin has
appeared on the Johnny Carson and
Flip Wilson shows and has been described as a monologist, clown, poet,
actor and satirist He writes his own
material
Sen Robert Taft has a commitment
to speak at the University during fall
quarter, he said, but no date has been
set

THE OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
extends a warm welcome to Freshmen
and is pleased to take this early opportunity to
introduce its various offerings.
::

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES sponsors elective-credit seminars each academic quarter. Former titles include:
MYSTICISM & OCCULTISM
ART OF THE SILENT CINEMA
PROBLEMS & POTENTIAL OF WOMEN
TOWARD SELF-UNDERSTANDING
SPORT & SOCIETY
ATTITUDES OF CHRISTIANITY TOWARD PEACE
MOLECULAR GENETICS
STUDIO COURSE IN SILVERSMITHING

* EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES administers Independent Study 201: From 3 quarter hours to
an entire quarter (16 hours) may be spent on
personally-selected projects, on-or off-campus,
under the sponsorship of a faculty member.
OPEN TO SOPHOMORES. JUNIORS. & SENIORS
ONLY...Some projects and studies already completed include:

i/< h the B-G News prior to registration periods lor listing ol latest seminm .

ENGLAND'S RACIAL PROBLEMS: AN ON-THE-SPOT STUDY & ANALYSIS
FILM MAKING
OBSERVATION & STUDY OF INNER CITY SLOW LEARNERS
A SURVEY OF MYSTIC TRADITION IN THE EAST
A STUDY OF THE SPRING FOOD HABITS OF CERTAIN LAKE ERIE FISH
INTERNSHIP IN SENATOR TAFT'S WASHINGTON OFFICE
IN-DEPTH STUDY OF THE CANADIAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SYSTEM
A DETAILED STUDY OF "MOBY DICK"
#

Phone: 2-2256.
540-542 Education Building.

16
3
16
5
6
16
16
4

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

We at EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES are available at any

time to discuss with you ways in which our programs
may contribute to your academic progress.

Director: Trevor J. Phillips
Assistant to the Director: Mary Dapogny.
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DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster

By The Tracks

Just 7/2 Block From Campus
easass&tsw^-'.-w* *-4-i-s-!rt*«

Let Us Fill Your Prescriptions From Home
-Your Drug Headquarters In Bowling Greensss«8a*a&«-«*<r'^-'''^--'''-

Featuring F.I.P. Monthly Specials !
***************************

BANKAMERICARD
HONORED

J
J

Hours
9:00 AM To 10:00 PM
Mon. Thru Sat.
* Sundays Noon To 6:00 PM

J
J
*
J

if**************************

VISIT OUR PIPE
& TOBACCO SHOP
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Faces and places of downtown BG

At right, a local bar it
preparing for crowded
weekends as University
students will soon flock
downtown to meet with
friends, hear their favorite
musk and drink up.

At left, University students
Craig Zimmer and Tim
Ewing check 'flavors' of
various candles, soaps and
other items in a local
novelty shop.

Below, from left, Sherry
Morris, sophomore (Ed.),
and Diane McGowon and
Aleta Karen, graduate
students, buy a few extra
necessities on a shopping
trip downtown.

Newsphotos by
Marcia J. Lamer

A. the reevrt of Da*. w.ttU's Munich victory,
University students and townspeople ore denning
90H holt and even T-thirtt

Should w. go in? Just to leek areund-ef c

■rlon Remmert cut* leather strips to be used
be4rs ond ether crofts at a loco, custom-made
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Toledo U. program compared

Poss/no credit merits studied
After one year of using the
pass no credit grading system for its two freshman
English
courses.
Dr
Richard Summers, director
of freshman English at Toledo I'niversity. says he isn't
sure how effective the
change has been in terms of
increased
writing
proficiency
I don't think the program
has been in effect long
enough for us to know.'' Dr
Summers said
The students, however, seem to be
more comfortable with it "
The Toledo program is
similar to one under consideration lor the freshman
English courses here
The difference between
Til's pass no credit pro■ gram and Bowling Green's

Th« bid* stands may b* only partially filled
new, but toon an our abundance of cyclists
will appear os classes begin this week—and
with them come more parking problems!

pass no record proposal
is that if a student at TV receives a no credit grade, it
appears on his transcript.
Under the proposal here, a
student who does not pass
the course will not have the
mark put on his transcript.
Tenured and probationary
(acuity member* here must
send their votes on tbe proposal to the Faculty Senate
office by the rad" of th*
second week of claeaaa.
Dr. Summers aaid about
the same percentage of students are failing the freshman English courses under
pass no credit as under the
A-F grading policy I about
four per cent)
A student needs the equivalent of C work to pass
the courses under the new

Women's courses added
Although this University
offers no coordinated
program in women's
studies, four courses dealing
with women
will be
conducted this fall and
possibly more next winter
The fall courses include
"Sexual Politics.'' political
science department:
a
"Women's
Movement
Seminar.''
experimental
studies: and
"Literature
and
Society:
Attitudes
Toward Women, Men and
Sex.'" English department.
The Office of Continuing
Education will also offer a
non-credit course of "Car
Care and Maintenance for
Women."
Last May the Faculty
Senate Ad Hoc Committee
on the Status of Women
called for the University to
create more courses about
women, particularly about

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

VARSITY
LANES
?4 BRUNSWICK
IANES
Rll I IARDS
jmf.KTAIl IOUNGF

1033 S.MainSt.
Ph. 352-5247

women in history, law and
business
HOWEVER.
the
University has taken no
formal action yet to either
establish a women's studies
department, offer women's
studies courses through an
existing department or
formally coordinate the
courses already offered
According
to
the
committee
report,
"considerable
student
interest has been expressed
in an undergraduate major
as well as for work on a
graduate
level
from
students who wish to be
trained for reseanh
teaching
positions
in

Stadium
View
SUNOCO

women's studies
A
(luide to Current
Female Studies.' published
by the Modern Languages
Association Clearinghouse
of Female Studies, reflects
the growth of women's

studies programs across the
nation
Two years ago the guide
reported
110 women's
courses offered nationally
In 1971 the number had
jumped to 600

grading system, while a D
was considered a passing
grade under the A-F plan
DR. SUMMERS gave
three reasons (or Toledo's
switch to the pass/no record
grading system The reasons
are basically the same as
those presented by pass/no
record proponents here.
One reason was to relieve
the instructor from the
pressure of failing a student
on the C+ D- border line,
and to encourage them to
feel less guilty about failing
a student.
He said the system also
shifts concern from grades
to an emphasis on learning
A third reason was that
students who come from
various educational and cultural backgrounds and often
can't write as well as their

921 N. MAIN STREET

CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL

COMPLETE
CAR
SERVICE

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

TELEPHONE 352-5151
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Consider It!

Rock 'N Shop
This is the human backbone. Of its many functions, one
is that of a communications device. It transfers messages
to the brain from all parts of the body and back to the
brain.
This newspaper can also be considered a communications device to serve everyone. Experienced reporters,
photographers, and copywriters combine with the Associated Press to bring you up-to-the-minute news from Peking to a press conference to President Moore's office. You
can also present your views supporting or rejecting our
editorial opinions or tell it like it is to the administration
or other students through letters to the editor.

Dairy Queen bldg. on Wooster next to the Trucks - Open 'til 11

The Newly Remodeled

GIGOLO
165 N. MAIN ST.

Love
Rings

She makes yiHl happy'
l.ifr is alive and intense
ealm anil intimate
You love her'

Plymouth

ward a student, and to prevent the instructor from
feeling guilty about failing a
student
DR. SUMMERS said he
sent a questionnaire to students who had taken the two
freshman English courses at
TU, asking them if they preferred pass/no credit to the
traditional A-F grading ayitem
He said the general response was that students
preferred pass/no credit to
A-F grades, but would have
preferred the option of
taking the courses past/no
credit or letter grades.
Dr. Summers said he is in
favor of the pass/no record
grading policy
"It's a logical, more
honest way of approaching
grading in composition." he
said

AL SMITH CHRYSLER" PLYMOUTH. INC.

Vi'.il us and Browne around

They say
everything
you feel"

OREEN

Complete Car Service

including Yes, "Close to the Edge" - Chicago V - Fifth Dimension "Greatest Hits"

^-'

BOWLING

requires only one course unless a student received a
score of 18 or below on his
ACT examination. These
students must also take two
English courses to fulfill the
requirement.
Freshman
English

courses are set up differently at TU
At Toledo, a student is required to write four themes
to pass the course However.
Dr. Summers said a student
writes about three drafts for
•ach theme, and what he
considers about 12 papers a
quarter. The student is
graded by his individual
class instructor
At BG, the freshman student is expected to do nine
written assignments, and
pass a written essay, called
a proficiency test, at the end
of the quarter, in order to
. pass the course
The proficiency examination will be graded by at
least two. and maybe three
members of the 20 to 30member proficiency committee, to guard against an
individual teacher's bias to-

A WARM WELCOME
TO BEE GEE

ALL 5.98 LIST LP RECORDS 3.70

ArtCarved

classmates should not be
penalized
"We should not punish
these people i with a permanent (ailing grade on their
record) for not doing in 10
weeks what might take them
sometime longer." Dr.
Summers said.
He said most students at
Toledo arc required to take
two freshman English
courses, although some departments, such at
engineering, require only
one

Wed. Nite
Draft Nite
l
2 Cover - All the Draft you can drink

(Jive her the diamond
love ring that savs
everything you feel.
ArtCarved

Thurs. Nite

A-CARITA
B - GOLDEN CPOQUE SET

2 for 1 - Live Band
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From a commercial standpoint, local businessmen know
this newspaper is THE medium to reach the students. This
enables you to find the very best for your dollar in town.
Use the classified ads to buy and sell anything or merely
wish someone special a happy birthday.
This is your newspaper. Read it. Use it to your best interests. We're here to serve you the students, you the faculty and staff, and you our local merchants.

READ THE BG NEWS
ONE OF AMERICA S GREA T COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS

MAKE US YOUR
JEWELER AWAY
FROM HOME

Fri. & Sat. Nite
Live Band
Cover

Guys 50'
Gals 25*

EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS OFFICES

106 University Hall
372-2003

372-2004
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English 112 offers writing specialization
About 1.250 sludenls enrolled in English 112 will face
a revamped course which
will allow the student to
choose one of nine different
topics and concentrate his
writing in that area for the
quarter
The nine topics are Selfawareness. Identity. Science
and the Future. American
Values. The Environment
and You, Creative Emphasis. The Media. Modern
Life Styles and Business
I)i Wall ice I'retzer. professor of English, said one
difference in English 112
courses this year will be the
number of writing assign
ments
He said each student, no

end of the 10th week of
classes
Dr. Pretzer said all examinations will be administered and evaluated by a
proficiency committee, consisting of between 20 and 30
members of the English department.

matter what topic he
chooses, will have to do a
minimum of nine writing
assignments
Dr Pretzer said the topics
are subject to change each
quarter The nine topics
were chosen on the basis of a
poll of students in English 112
courses last spring

"The purpose of the examination is to show if students
have developed skills for
continued success in the University." he said
To insure that examination grades are fair, Dr.
Pretzer said at least two and
hopefully three instructors
will read and grade each
proficiency examination
Dr Pretzer is also coordinator of the seven-

HE SAID to pass the
course, a student must fulfill
the nine writing requirements and pass a proficiency examination at the
end of the quarter
The proficiency test is a
written essay developed
from topics students have
dealt with during the quarter It will be given at the

member General Studies
Writing staff, which will attempt to supervise 112
classes and give special attention to students experiencing problems with the
course
Dr. Thomas Klein will
head the supervision-visitation program and will visit
each classroom for two consecutive days to evaluate
course instructors
STUDENTS WHO have
complaints about the course
can contact Joseph Geha.
406 Moseley Hall Any stu
dent who wants to receive
credit for the course by taking an examination should
also see Geha.

DOMINOS PIZZA PEOPLE
Welcome all Freshmen
ToBG

Small Cheese Pizza

English 112 topics:

Pre-testing will take place
the second day of classes.
Each student in English 111
and 112 will present an example of his writing The
samples will be read over at
the end of the quarter to see
how students have progressed.

1. SELF-AWARENESS-To become more aware of self and of others through
personal experiences developed in writing, especially in journals
2. IDENTITY- To develop writing skills through questioning philosophical
issues man has confronted through time A student will define his own identity by
discussing such issues as loss of innocence, finding identity in a society, costs of
commitment, paradoxes of freedom, and consequences of conflict

There will also be a writing laboratory in which
individual instructors can
refer students who are
having fundamental writing
problems.

1. SCIENCE AND THE FUTURE-To read about and write on the future in
terms of the impact of scientific knowledge and technology Questions such as
where are we headed, how will we solve our present problems, and what can we
do to save the spaceship earth will be the basis for discussion and writing
assignments

A staff member will be
collecting data on students
to measure progress if the
pass/no record grading system is implemented in 112
courses this quarter.

4. AMERICAN VALUES- TH develop writing skills using American political,
social, moral, and cultural values of the past and present as the general subject
Students will read and discuss fiction, poetry, and various forms of non-fiction
5. THE ENVIRONMENT AND YOU-To read about people's concern for. and
relationship to. their environment as a basis for critical thinking and writing

Dr. Pretzer said all
tenured and probationary faculty members must vote on
this measure before the end
of the second week of
classes.

I. CREATIVE EMPHASIS To study contemporary fiction and poetry, with
practice in descriptive, narrative, and lyrical as well as expository writing

He said if the pass/no
record measure is approved,
chances are good it will take
effect for all quarter.

8. MODERN LIFE STYLES-To read and write about various life stylesurban, rural, countercultural. goal-oriented, role-oriented, for example

7. THE MEDIA-To develop various writing skills by working with topics
within the study of media and popular culture such as the relationship of society
to films, television, radio, print, and related materials of the popular arts

I. BUSINESS-To develop writing skills by studying the problems and
challenges of American business, with emphasis on articles and books dealing
with the corporation's role in contemporary life, particularly in respect to
ecology, consumer protection, cybernetics and poverty

"The only thing that would
delay this would be any problems with computers in
changing the students' schedules.'' he said

$

1.00

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
expires Sept. ?4th

c

plus 16 oz. Cokes Vi price 10

Call Dominos for the best Service
352-5221
Stadium Plaia

ACROSS
Thin wire mil.
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While
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2$ India antrloprp.
28 Slopped.
32 Jokr: SI an..

33 Eatabliah
34 Eiaenhower'e
mother.
IS Crack
3d Port in Middle

For College Men
Who Think They Can Lead,
And Are Willing To Find Out For Sure
Freshmen,
Sophomores & Juniors

Platoon
Leaders
(lass
Ground or Air

Seniors & Graduates

Officer
Candidate
Class
Ground or Air

No on-campus t raining ■ Eligible members receive
$100 a month for each of the 9 months of the school
year ■ Free civilian flight instruction for eligible
members of PLC Air program ■ Freshmen and
sophomores attend two six-week summer sessions
at Officer Candidates School, Quantico, Virginia ■
Juniors take one extended session in summer before
senior year ■ Commissioning on day of college
graduation ■ All officers then attend six-months of
advanced leadership training at The Basic School,
Quantico ■ Aviation officers report directly to flight
school for jet or helicopter training after Basic School.
No on-campus training ■ After college graduation,
candidates attend Officer Candidates School,
Quantico, Virginia ■ I'pon commissioning, all
officers report to The Basic School, Quantico, for six
months' advanced training ■ All Marine ground
officers state the occupational fields they prefer,
and in three out of four cases they get their first
choice ■ Aviation officers report to flight school for
jet or helicopter training.
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The Marines
are looking for
a few good men
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Pacific."
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by Brant parkar and Johnny hart
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-««»- CLaSSIFIED -*•*
Sunday September 24,1972
All P.R.S S.A. members
Stop at J-School and sign up
with your new campus
address.
HELP WANTED

UNIVERSITY HALL
9A.M.-4F.M.
OCT. 30-31

Force onward.
Large artery.
Man'a nickname.
Autocrat.
Lloyd _» actor.
Opera role.

THE WIZARD Or ID

I'AMi'l'S CALENDAR

Ask Capt. Mace About Leadership...
And Learn Something About Yourself

56
57
58
SI
60
61

l.'elp wanted waitress and
delivery men needed. Apply
in person Pagliai's. 1004 S
Main
Barmaids

waitresses

dancers.
ATTRACTIVE
GIRLS
If you are 18 or older, work
in Toledo's newest and most
exciting nite club. Excellent
salary 4 working conditions
Full or part-time positionsavailable
No experience
necessary.
Call 248-W71
after
11
a.m.
for
appointment.
FOR SALE OR RENT
1963 MGB no rust S600
Coldwater Rd McClure Ph
673

Crisis Phone

Graham ph 352-5903
Finders Records & Tapes
for the finest selection in
music FINDERS 128 N.
Main
Need an
apartment?
Winthrop South office Mon
Tue Wed open till 930 pm.
VICTOR APARTMENTS
If you thought we were
rotten last year, rent from
us again! Rats are taking us
over, and the offer still
stands to study bubonic
plague free
Call Rick

2 bedroom apt. Stadium
View Contact John Eldridge
209 Thurston Manor or
ph. 352-5088.
I M. needed to share 3 room
basement apt $47 50 mo
322 E MerrvSt

Needed: Female rmmte;
share 2-girl apt. own bdrm.
150 mo Mil. pd. Call Lisa
352-5579.

352-PLUS

Sunday, S.pt.mb«r 24. 1971, Th. BG N.w,/Poo. 19

Big-name concerts a rarity'

Frnhman Sandy Anderson hat b*en
'lipping it' all week during practice for the
BGSU Marching Band.

Tight budgets, limited
facilities and big name
groups just don't mix.
For years the biggest
complaint about on-campus
entertainment has been the
lack of big-name groups
But. according to the
people in charge of campus
programming, it's next to
impossible to book popular
entertainers when all the
University has to offer is an
auditorium with maximum
seating for 5.500 and a
budget that's remained the
same for the last 10 years.
THE UNION Activities
Organization (UAO) and
Student Activities Office are

the two major sponsors for
all-campus events.
Representatives of both
offices report that they are
continually caught between
students who want big-name
concerts and speakers and
performers who demand
more and more money for
their time
According to Gregg
DeCrane. staff member for
the Student Activities
Office, everyone has his
own idea about what
programs he wants to see or
hear
"We have a hard time
satisfying
them
all.
particularly now that our

WBGU to air 'specials'
WBGU-TV Channel 70 will
be showing a number of
"specials" during the end of
September and beginning of
October, including the dim
"Spies' . Kriti Lang's classic silent thriller of the
1920s
"Spies.
an adventure
film which is considered a
precursor to the Alfred
Hitchcock thrillers of the
1930s and the James Bond
movies of the 1960s, will be
shown on WERU' TV Sept 27
al8 30p m
"Spies" is the story of the
brilliant but crippled Haighi.
an international super-criminal who leads a double-life
disguised as a prominenl li
nancier

From his wheelchair in a
luxurious office, he controls
a network of espionage and
terrorist activity, detailing
imaginative plots for his
spies" tocarryout
On Sept 25. the human
mind will be the subject of a
two-hour Special of the
Week program at 8 p.m
The Mind of Man" will report on some recent
discoveries about the
working of the mind and the
lull scope of its powers
To make this nationally
transmitted program. TV
crews traveled to major research clinics in the United
States, the Soviet Union.
India and Western Europe.
Included in the program

are two "mind over matter"
experiments filmed in New
Delhi and in New York,
which establish that the human mind can control at
least two bodily functionsoxygen and blood pressure
levels-which were previously thought involuntary
On Sept 26. at 8 p.m dried
flowers and arrangements
and preparing miniatures
for mounting will be the
topics of discussion on the
monthly show. "Weekend
Gardener " The program is
produced locally.
On Oct. 1 at 7 p.m four
2 WAYS TO CHARGE
Ml SMNNAR0

Literary magazine
reviews art topics
"Last Resort." a non-political literary review will be on
sale this week, according to Dave Mosley, junior (Ed.),
editor of the publication
Mosley and Bob Urban, senior (Ed.). will publish the
review every three weeks in a magazine format, he said. It
will be sold throughout campus for 25 cents.
The review is confined to the arts, poetry, music,
contemporary art. films and theater
Non-political contributions should be mailed to 117
Georgia Avenue. Bowling Green. 402

new cast members will join
three oldtimers to start off
the second season of
"Zoom." public television's
program for children from
seven to 12
As the old cast did in
"Zoom's" first season, the
new cast will ask viewers to
send in stories, plays,
games, puzzles and riddles
to be used in the show
"Zoom" is produced bv
WGBH-TV,
Boston,
and
transmitted nationally by
the Public Broadcasting Service i PBS l

Master Charge

IIKUH"*"!

BankAmenca.d

GMdye.i Oeiln

M l M RNBAUI.H

budget has been cut. he
said
Jerry
Martin.
UAO
director, said his biggest
headache is pressure groups
demanding certain types of
programs
"We try to encourage
students
who
want
particular kinds o(
programs to join our
organization and help us
plan them.'' Martin said
THE STUDENT Body
Organization iSBO). the
undergraduate governing
body,
has
its own
programming organization.
Cultural Boost
The
program, just moving into
its second year, is operated
and financed totally by
student donations
During its first year.
Cultural Boost scheduled
programs with Chicago
Seven defendent Rennie
Davis. Indiana Sen. Birch
Bayh. playwright Samuel
Beckett and singers Peter
Yarrow and Buzzy l.mhart
UAO sponsors about three
major concerts each

academic year. However,
Martin said one of the
biggest
problems
in
scheduling these concerts is
the fact
that
many
performers just don't want
to come to Bowling Green
"Other colleges and
private promoters have
better and larger facilities,
meaning the entertainer has
a larger gross potential by
performing for them rather
than us." he said
If UAO does get big-name
people here, it means high
ticket prices
since
performers demand high
payments in spite of the
limited number of seats
available in Memorial Hall.
ACCORDING
TO
DeCrane. another problem
arises because
many
students here are from large
urban areas where major
concerts are held every
week. "They're used to
seeing quality
entertainment," he said.
In past years the
University has hosted such
performers as Roberta

Flack and Isaac Hayes, but
attendance at these
performances
was low
because the performers
were then relatively
unknown
"Students miss out on a lot
of things because in their
own minds they haven't
been forced to hear and see
new
and
upcoming
performers." DeCrane said
Big-name
speakers
usually demand between
11,500 and $3,000 However.
DeCrane said he doesn't
believe students would pay
to hear a lecture, and the
University can no longer
afford to foot the bill for
appearances by popular
speakers.
This
year Student
Activities plans to sponsor a
series of lectures by
University
faculty
members.

ITS REALLY a strong
break from going outside
campus." be (aid. Bat be
explained that his office is
attempting to develop local
resources for quality
concerts and lectures.
According to Martin. UAO
has been attempting to
maintain its campus movie
series, the coffee house
program in the Union and
special ski and canoe trips
on a budget that hasn't
increased since the early
1960s
Unfortunately, he said
rental cos'- fo
motion
pictures have gone up.
"It (campus movies) used
to be one of our give away'
programs, but the students
want the best films
available, so some of the
cost is now passed on to
them
by
charging
admission, "hesaid.

WHY RENT A
REFRIGERATOR?

WELCOME BACK!!

-BUY A 2 CUBIC
FOOT NORCOLD
REFRIGERATOR FOR
ONLY

Stop in and Celebrate

$85

Lunches and Dinners served every day
From 1 1:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Check Our Sunday Specials
Open Sunday 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Thin wall insulation providing moie loom
Easy to Clean
Auto Temp Control

Central Tire
Service
Wood County's Largest Tire and
Service Center
Wheel Alignment & Brake Seivice

165 S. Main St.

Wheel Balancing

NORTHGATE
RESTAURANT
1095 N. Main

Egg & Butler Sloiage
b Yeai Wauanly

> Free Delivery

352-5243

D&H TRAVEL TRAILERS. INC.
18741 MERCER RD. 354-4022

Bowling Green, Ohio
Ph. 353 2421

Decorate Your Room With Beautiful
Tapestries From Italy
POI Y OPTICAI
I IGHTS

Fleering Unit with Ice Tiays

«•* 4*°

THE BIG BIRD
SEZ
WELCOME

BEDSPREADS
FROM SPAIN

s

coupon >
Back-To-School

USED ON BED
OR WALL

SPECIAL
This coupon (one to a customer) and
your bod entitles you to save

With this ad we will give you 15 % off
on bedspreads and tapestries

/ D

on a large piiia

I <vU on an extra large,
li or more item pizza

At

THE FALCON PIZZA
AND SUB SHOP

IN CONCERT

Not good for Delivery i
void after 11 I 72

The Kenny Loggins Band

•coupon

with Jim Messina

We feature the best hot sub in town. 4", 8" or 12" hot sub,
stuffed with meats and cheese, topped with The Falcon's own
secret sauce and served hot on sesame seed French Bread.

Special Guest Casey Kelly

— JOIN THE FALCON FAMILY —

TUESDAY, SEPT. 26,9 p.m.
Anderson Arena
Free and open to the entire student body
Sponsored by Student Activities and Cultural Boost

WEAR A FALCON T-SHIRT AND SAVE ON ALL YOUR PIZZAS AT THE FALCON,
YOUR SWINGING PIZZA SH0PPE
(Inquire at Falcon)

Fast,
Free
Delivery
352-1215

FALCON
"The Big Bird"
516 EC. Wooster

Fast,
Free
Delivery
352-1215

Poa* JO/The BO N«wt, SurH*>y, Sip-Hmbir 24, 1*72

BG's biggest

Dr. and Mrs. Hollis A. Moore Jr.

BG boosters

Rose appointed
to head trainer
Gary Rose, a graduate
.issislant trainer at Bowling
i, Green lor the past year, has
ii been promoted to trainer for
l> the 1972-73 academic year.
.
■
•
i
j
|
j
'
J
J

Rose, a 1970 graduate of
Ohio Northern and former
head athletic trainer for the
university, replaces Steve
Thomas on the Falcon staff
Thomas resigned to accept
the head trainer position
with
the Cleveland
Crusaders of the World
Hookey Association

•
ROSE, 14. WILL assist
J trainer Harry Tyson with
. the football program and be
. in charge of the training
• program for
Bowling
J Green's other 11 varsity
j sports He will also serve as
I an assistant instructor in the

health
and
physical
education department.
A native of Cleveland,
Rose graduated from
Brecksville High School. He
worked as a student trainer
for four years at Ohio
Northern and was a member
of Omicron Delta Kappa,
men's leadership honorary.
IN 1970 he was named
head trainer at Ohio
Northern. He served in that
capacity until he enrolled at
Bowling Green last fall to
begin study for his master's
degree
Thomas. 32. left Bowling
Green after serving eight
years as an assistant
trainer. Thomas received
his bachelor's degree from
Bowling Green in 1962 and
his master's degree in 1964.

WE HAVE NO SUITES
LEFT AT CHERRY HILL
However there is room for
11 Individuals to share
Apartments
• Facilities include
• 1 '/2 Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Central Heat and A/C
• Patio Grills
• INDOOR POOL
Contact Our Rental Agent at
741 HIGH ST.
352-6248
His 10 12. 15. 7 11 Everyday but Wed

Bates and Springer Inc., Managers

Welcome To
B.G.S.U. Freshmen
Welcome Back
Everyone!
Stop in and visit our place
and get acquainted. Excellent Hamburgers, French
Fries,
Hot
Dogs,
Soup,
Milk
Shakes
and
Soft
Drinks. Also, a complete
line
of
Dairy
Products,
Bakery goods, and Beverages.

Falcon cagers on TV

BG site of x-country title
Bowling (ireen has been
selected as the site of the
District Four Cross Country
Championships which will
qualify runners and teams
for the 1972 national meet
Track coach Mel Brodt
will serve as meet director
for the six-mile competition
to be held on Saturday. Nov
11...1 n Mi,, m

THE

DISTRICT

qualifying meet in cross
country will be a first for the
NCAA since only a national
championship has been held
in the past. The large
number of teams and

individuals entered in recent
national meets prompted
the NCAA decision to move
into district qualifying
meets for 1972
With most of the leading
teams from the Big Ten.
Mid-American Conference
and midwest independents
scheduled to compete in the
event, the six-mile test will
also count as the Central
Collegiate
Conference
championship meet for 1972.
Brodt said
Bowling Green is the
defending ('('(' champion

BACHELORS
891 S. MAIN ST.

=1

Live Entertainment
Throughout
The Quarter Every
Fri. & Sat. Night

23 years ol service to the students
CORNER OF RIDGE AND THURSTON
I ACROSS FROM SORORITY ROW

sports

Harriers run to 1st win
Bowling Green's cross
country team tacked on its
first victory of the season
Friday in a home meet
against Eastern Michigan,
winning by a narrow 26-29
count.
Falcon co-captains Steve
Danforth and Tracy Elliott
paced the field of 30 over the
four-mile course, finishing
one-two. Danforth, a senior
from Temperance. Michigan, ran a 20 25 while
Elliott, a senior from Elk
Rapids. Michigan, finished
four seconds behind.

Eastern took the thirdthrough-six positions Dan
McFarland was seventh for
Bowling Green with a time
of 20 46, (raig Macdonald
ninth with a 20:54, Tom
Preston 10th with a 20.57,
Bob McOmber llth with a
20:58 and Bruce Vermilyea
12th with a 21:12.
The Falcons, who entered
this season with only two
losses against 26 wins in
dual meets, travel to
Muncie. Indiana, to face
Ball State University in a
five-mile run Sept 30.
Tracy Etliott

Bowling Green cross
country coach Mel Brodt

will be hoping that the
countdown will continue in
1972 when the Falcons
attempt to finish among the
10 best cross country teams
in the nation for the fourth
consecutive year
Only
Villanova and
Oregon can match the
national success turned in
by the Falcon harriers in the
last three years. So far it's
been a great progression
with a ninth place finish in
1969. an eighth in 1970 and a
seventh in 1971.

Welcome Students
Show Your Pride

ALTHOUGH OLYMPIC
gold medal winner and AllAmerican Dave Wottle (12th
in 1971) completed his
eligibility in cross country,
BG returns six lettermen
headed by a quartet of

runners who were usually
next in line after Wottle
crossed the finish line last
season
Brodt is an advocate of
team running and will bank
on high-place finishes by
The Pack'' in 1972. Pacing
the pack will be senior cocaptains Tracy Elliott and
Steve Danforth. who placed
third and fifth in the MAC
championships last fall
behind Wottle's individual
championship Both runners
are three-year lettermen
and have the potential to win
All-American honors in 1972
Junior Craig Macdonald. a
track All-American as a
sophomore, is expected to
match strides with the
twosome, even though he
missed the last month of the

TRUCKIN...TO
Viner

by

wear this proudly
for our B.G. Dave

/2rn.

.&

Nfc
Health Food* - Sport Cyolery - Skirt Shack
11$ Ueet Merry Street
Bouling Creen, Ohio 13402
Telephone: 3$2-91$7

Sfwve Donfsvtlt

Top 10 finish again?

START THF SCHOOI YFAR WITH US

r

THE DAIRY BAR

and has finished seventh,
eighth and ninth in the last
three NCAA cross country
championships

Bowling Green and Ohio University will be the
two Mid-American Conference schools featured on
the TVS Midwest Basketball Network during the
1972-73 season.
Bowling Green will be the host for the Jan 27
basketball game with Ohio I' which will be viewed
by TV stations in Ohio. Michigan. Indiana. Illinois
and Wisconsin as a lead-in for the national game
between UCLA and Notre Dame. Tip-off time is
scheduled for 1:40 p.m.

This is the loe lhal
makes the dillerence
Really belongs with
today's active, young
lifestyles In luxury
leathers as comfortable
as they're beautiful.
Yet a real find at iJJM

£

SM MAIN ST -■ MWLHttMltl

'little
Pleasures"
124 N MAIN
BG

Posters
Bedspreads
Fish Nets
Beaded
Curtains

Candles
Incense
Cards
Plants

season a year ago with an
ankle injury.
LETTERMEN
BOB
McOmber. Rick Schnittker
and Chris Doyle (most
improved in 1971) along with
top sophomore Bruce
Vermilyea (outstanding
freshman in track and cross
country l will add strong
team depth to the squad,
which will defend team
titles at the Notre Dame
Invitational. All-Ohio and
Central
Collegiate
championships.

————y

HOCKEY
Students interested in
playing club or varsity
hockey should meet at
the Ice Arena lounge
Wednesday at 4 p.m..
coach Jack Vivian has
announced.
Brodt
rates
Danforth.
Elliott and Macdonald as
having the potential for
finishing among the top 25
runners in the nation to
match the All-American
cross country honors won by
Wottle and Sid Sink during
the last three years.
Danforth placed 33rd last
year and Elliott was 35th
two years ago.
The Falcons also will have
several promising freshmen
runners, although they will
be inexperienced at longer
distances. Dan McFarland.
a Richmond, Ind . runner,
already has a 9:07 two-mile
to his credit - 30 seconds
faster than what Sink ran in
high school.
Other newcomers will be
miler Jan Eikum of Bowling
Green and Joe Merringolo of
Bayville. NY.
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Legendary golf hat returns

Wottle makes BG debut
By Fr*4 R. Ortlip. Spent Bailor

Dove Nettle

ondfriend

The slender young man with the now legendary golf hat
made his Bowling Green debut Thursday since becoming the
first Olympic gold medal winner in the University's history.
Dave Wottle. best in the world in the 800 meters at
Munich, held a press conference as part of "Dave Wottle
Day" in Bowling Green He was honored with a parade
afterwards
Wottle. this time holding, and not wearing, the soiled and
Uttered golf hat. joked, "I'm thinking about getting it
bronzed. I have to wear the hat from now on or no one will
know who I am."
When asked if anyone interpreted his forgetfulness on the
winner's stand (the world saw him leave his hat on during
the national anthem I. Wottle said an Australian reporter
wrote that Wottle left his hat on as well as covering the
USA' with his hand as a form of protest "I got many nice

At Ice Arena

Crusaders preparing
By Du Casseday, AaitoUat Sparta Editor
According to Chuck Catto. player personnel director for
the Cleveland Crusaders of the new World Hockey
Association. Bowling Green is an ideal place to hold training
camp.
That's why the Crusaders are training for three weeks at
the Ice Arena in preparation for the initial season of the
WHA.
Catto said be chose BG over Kent as a training site
because of better facilities and nearness of living quarters
(Holiday Inn).
CATTO, 11 YEARS an Eastern Canada scout for the
Boston Bruins and last season player personnel director for
the California Golden Seals, is running the camp because
the Crusaders have yet to name a coach. Camp breaks Oct. 8
and the season starts three days later.
Presently Catto is being assisted by Bill Needham. former
Cleveland Barons defenseman.
Until Oct I. when the veterans Cleveland raided from the
National Hockey League and other professional leagues are
eligible to play. Catto will hold a two-a-day practice rookie
camp. Out of the original 33 newcomers that opened camp.
Catto hopes to get the number down to 16 by the time the
veterans arrive.
One of the rookies who didn't make it was Jack
Hoogeveen. former Falcon right winger He was released
Thursday.
"HOOGEVEEN WAS personable, nice and gave 120 per
cent," Catto said, "but he had a hard time keeping up as
practices went on. The others left him behind. He wasn't
loose."
"Bowling Green is great; it's proper for rookies to train,"
Catto said in reference to the yearlings that remain. He
didn't say it was because of the lack of night life, however.
Nonetheless, he did say the players' behavior is good both
on and off the ice. He said they don't linger after practice.
"I just hope they don't go wild after this weekend when
the coeds arrive." Catto added

THE VETERANS have their work cut out for them as
soon as they arrive at camp Intra squad scrimmages are
slated for Oct. 3. 5. 7: after which the final cutdown to 21
players must be made Five players who won't make the
regular squad will get some seasoning at Syracuse, a minor
hockey league franchise.
Catto hopes the courts allow newly acquired goalie Gerry
Cheevers to play this season so the Crusaders can build
around him If the former Bruins netminder doesn't play
this year he could be used as coach
No matter what happens during the regular season,
however. Catto will be grateful for the chance to get off the
ground at BG. He's appreciative of the help he's gotten from
head trainer Steve Thomas, former BG trainer, and Falcon
hockey coach Jack Vivian.
"Who knows?" Catto wondered. "We've got your (BG'si
trainer Maybe someday we'll have your coach "
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telegrams and letters from people everywhere I including a
telegram from Vice President Spiro Agnew) " Most were
sympathetic about the embarrassing ceremony

Force (as an ROTC cadet) that'll allow me to run, then I'll
try when the next Olympics come up If I don't get a duty
assignment that'll allow me to run then I probably won't."

THE MOST amusing anecdote Wottle related was how he
sneaked his new wife. Jan. into the Olympic village. He
explained that he cut out an example of the ticket from a
guide pasted it on a Polaroid picture and covered the pass
with clear plastic
It had Jan Wottle, athlete on it." he said "She was a
gymnast Frank Shorter (marathon runner I made five
passes for his family ''
Wottle was publicly criticized by track coach Bill
Bowerman about taking his honeymoon during the
Olympics "We sat down after the Olympic trials and he
said he wouldn't advise me to bring my wife to Munich."
explained Dave. "He said he'd never had anyone take his
wife to an Olympics.
"We (Jan and Dave) went to see him after winning the
gold." Wottle continued He congratulated me but didn't
bring up the subject But I saw it in his eyes that he'd have
to eat his words I didn't want to rub it in ."
Other topics included

-DIFFERENT FORMAT: I think the team effort should
slay, lit has been suggested the Olympics should be purely
run on an individual basis with no teams and medal
counting I It's something to rally around. Track is an
individual sport but you're still working for the team."
Wottle was wearing his Olympic team blazer and shirt,
unintentionally symbolic of his feelings.
PERSONAL EXPOSURE: "I have to give a lot more
time for interviews. That's less time to be alone. I don't
really like that People say I owe it to the press to talk to
them but I don't owe them anything But I'm doing it
because they have to do their jobs I wouldn't do it much if I
didn't enjoy it "
Wottle might appear on the Dick Cavett show this week
but admits he's going to have to turn people down. "Right
now my education is the important thing," he said. "I have
student teaching this quarter and I want to concentrate on
that and let running go for awhile I want to get my mind
back "

-OLYMPIC SECURITY: 1 don I think Id like to be in an
Olympi" village with guards walking around with sub
machine guns The Olympics are symbolic of fellowship of
man It wouldn't seem right "
--•71 OLYMPICS:

-KIP KEINO (Kenyan track star)
1 saw Keino in
practice once. 1 wanted to ask him for his autograph. But
he was getting ready for a race and I didn't want to bother
him "

If 1 get a duty assignment in the Air
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Falcons throttle Redskins, 16-7
By Fred R Orlllp
SporU Editor
OXFORD - Bowling Green's tremendous
upset ol Purdue Sept 16 was called the team's
biggest win in history But the Falcons' 16-7
thumping ol the Miami Redskins at Miami Field
here yesterday was the most important contest
ol the year as far as the Mid-American Conference title is concerned
The game was viewed by 11.518 fans and an
ABC-TV regional audience.
Coach Don Nehlen's club - through half of its
murderous four-game road trip - showed Miami
a blistering delensc and squeezed out the win
although a close one it was.
THE FALCONS nursed a 7-0 lead through
three quarters, allowing the Skins to come only
as close as BG's three-yard line in the second
quarter

Then freshman Don Taylor, hero of the Purdue
upset, kicked a 27-yard field goal with 11.10 remaining in the fourth period to give BG what had
looked to be an insurmountable 10-0 lead.
Ironically, the kick was within one second ol
the winner at Purdue
The Redskins followed with their only
touchdown drive of the day. Quarterback Steve
Williams engineered the surge, a 74-yarder in M
plays, that ate up about five and one-half
minutes of the fourth quarter clock.
Swift Bob Hitchens. who went 84 yards in 29
carries for toe day, traveled the final eight
yards.
AFTER BG couldn't move following the
kickoff. Miami took over on its own 36. with 4: It
remaining in the game. Williams threw to Ken
Watson for 23 yards to the BG 41. Then just when
it appeared that Miami could not be stopped, the

rubber band Falcon defense refused to yield.
With a fourth down and four at the BG 36.
Hitchens took a pitchout. but bobbled the ball
and Earl Hargrove recovered for Bowling Green
with 3:45 remaining.
"That defense really hung, really hung.''
repeated a physically drained Nehlen afterwards "You've got to give them a lot of credit.
They never broke."

Four plays later, hulking Phil Polack. the
game's leading rusher with 88 yards on 18
carries, smashed through the middle for 21
yards to the Miami one. where the team hastily
called time out with only a second to go.
Babies plunged over for the linal score.
Nehlen admitted he didn't want to score the
last TD. saying it was a natural reaction for the
team to call time out.

But that wasn't the ballgame. by a long shot
With a third and IS situation on its own 34. BG
substitute passer Joe Babies came through with
a crucial 16-yard heave to Tony Bell that finally
finished the ambitious Redskins, winners over
Dayton last week.

"The competition is making me play better,''
said the 6-foot. 210-pound Polack. who scored
BG's first touchdown in the second quarter on a
one-yard plunge. The Parma native was named
Chevrolet's Offensive Player of the Game,
which netted him a ti.OOO scholarship

"I TOLD HIM (Babies i to throw it if someone
was open,'' said Nehlen. "or throw it in the
stands

"YOU JUST have to slay loose and ready
With them keying on (Paul I Miles, there's extra
weight on me to do well.'' said Polack. Miles,
watched closely all afternoon, managed 55 yards

Dumps Purdue in Chapter 1

WEST LAFAYETTE. Ind -Falcon
believe-it-or-not football volume 1972,
chapter one.
-Purdue catches fumbleitis
--One of a kind punt occurs
-Freshman walk-on emerges
A decisive underdog (18-33 points).
Bowling Green beat Purdue, 17-14,
before 51,859 fans at Ross-Ade Stadium
Sept 16
THE LARGEST CROWD ever to
watch a Mid-American Conference
team saw the season premier of the
Purdue wishbone offense, which was
supposed to devastate the Falcons
Purdue's wishbone was devastating •but in the wrong way
In trying to execute the potent offensive attack, the Boilermakers fumbled
six times, with the Falcons recovering
five of the fumbles
"All those fumbles were caused by
poor execution. If you are going in

Don NohUn .xhorli

make this offense work, you must execute properly," said Purdue coach Bob
DeMoss.
A team synonymous with pro-style
passing formations, winning half of the
Big Ten passing titles over the last 18
seasons, the Boilermakers did not attempt a pass until the middle of the second quarter.
"WE DIDN'T plan to pass when we
went into the game," said DeMoss
"We thought we could move the ball
Ion the ground) and there was no tipoff in our practice sessions that we
were handling the ball poorly "
All BG's scoring came as a result of
Purdue's errors.
The Falcons never trailed in the contest. They scored first after defensive
right end Tom Fisher recovered
quarterback Bob Bobrowski's fumble
on the Purdue 20 yard line late in the
first quarter The next play was a Reid
Lamport to Roger Wallace touchdown
pass.
The Boilermakers tied the game at 77 on the next series with fullback Skip
Peterson running 40 yards for the
touchdown.
The second BG touchdown came
after Falcon defensive left tackle Tom
Hall recovered a Peterson fumble on
the Purdue 19-yard-line. BG wingback
Bill Pittman then turned a Falcon mistake into a touchdown when quarterback Lamport fumbled the ball on the
Purdue seven-yard line and Pittman
recovered it in the end zone
THE BOILERMAKERS' final score
came after safety Tim Racke recovered a Tony Bell fumble on the BG
48-yard-line Halfback Otis Armstrong
ran 17-yards for the touchdown to tie
the score at 14-14 with I 28 remaining in
the first half
"Coming into the game we thought
we'd win it if we could be ahead, even
or close at halftime." said Falcon
coach Don Nehlen. "When we came in
at halftime even, the kids were high as
a kite and confident they'd get the job
done "
Purdue, ranked 18th by Associated
Press and 19th by United Press International, was the victim of a few Falcon
second-half surprises
Ed McCoy's controversial bizarre
punt at the close of the third quarter

Post-game thoughts
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was even too much for Ripley to believe, let alone the fans, players and
coaches.
ON FOURTH DOWN and 17-yards to
go for a first down. McCoy dropped
back to punt A strong Purdue rush
forced him to scramble to his right and
punt on the run. The kick was partially
blocked and shot straight up in the air.
While everyone else stood around and
watched the ball come down, McCoy
grabbed the bouncing ball and ran 21yards to the BG 38 yard line before
anybody bothered to tackle him.
After the Falcons were awarded a
first down, the crowd voiced its disapproval with the official's call and
halted play for the next few minutes
with screams and boos.
The official ruling on the play was
that because the ball never passed the
line of scrimmage after it was blocked,
it could be advanced by either team.
BG CONTINUED TO move the ball
to the Purdue II yard-line where Don
Taylor, a freshman walk-on, booted a
29-yard game-winning field goal with
14:07 remaining in the contest
"There's nothing so special about
what I did,'" said Taylor "I played
guard in high school for Canton Oakwood and used to do the same thing
while playing the whole game on offense "
"When 1 couldn't get a scholarship
worthwhile anywhere. I just enrolled at
Bowling Green and asked to go out for
the team," he added. "I joined them
three days ago. but wouldn't have
made the trip to Purdue if one of the
linemen hadn't been injured and unable
to play."
Taylor also kicked BG's two extra
point conversions

THE FIELD GOAL was the first one
Taylor had kicked in high school or college His high school team never got
close enough for him to attempt one. he
said
For the Boilermakers, the loss was
only the second in II meetings with
MAC opponents. Miami defeated them.
10-7. in 1962
"I don't want to appear to take anything away from a great Purdue deminiiiii
minimum iiimiiiiiui
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More surprises ?
By Jack O'Bresa
Assistant Sports Editor
WEST LAFAYETTE. Ind If the
Falcons survive the opener with Purdue, they could challenge Miami for
the championship
That was Playboy Magazine's pigskin preview prediction regarding
Bowling Green's chances for the MidAmerican Conference football title
Led by coach Don Nehlen. the
prancin'. dancin' pied piper of northwestern Ohio, the Falcons defeated
Purdue. 17-14
All Nehlen needed was a megaphone
to complete his pre-game cheerleading
performance as a psyched-up bunch of
BG football players raced across the
field into a pre-game pile-up
The Falcons appeared confident of a
victory before the opening kick-off
"OUR KIDS CAME into this game
believing that they could win the
game," said Nehlen "I can't actually
think that it was an upset under those
conditions "
The situation seems similar to the
one at the start of last season
BG was supposed to be in a rebuil-

ding year But. the Falcons surprised
many people when they edged Ohio
University. 20-19. at Athens in the 1971
opener Two straight wins followed before BG lost to Toledo. 24-7
The Falcons posted conference wins
over Kent State and Miami to finish
second in the MAC with a 4-1 record.
But. they couldn't get up for the last
lour non-league contests-losing to Marshall, Xavier and Dayton while beating
Texas-Arlington
NEHLEN TOOK THE blame for
BG's defeats against the weak non-conference opposition
At the end of the season, the Falcons
lacked the spirit and confidence that
carried them to early victories, especially the season finale at Dayton
This year, few persons expected the
Falcons to beat Purdue
Falcon followers were more concerned about the up-coming league
opener with Miami They were hoping
their team played a decent game
against Purdue and avoided serious injuries that might hamper BG's chances
of defeating the Redskins
The Falcons' victory over Purdue is

like the surprise inside a box of
crackerjacks.
Kids buy the product for the carmel
covered popcorn with peanuts The toy
surprise inside is a bonus
THE MIAMI GAME is the MAC title
road product and the Purdue victory
remains a surprise
Some BG fans are expecting a Falcon
MAC championship this year while
others are only hoping for one A few
people were building up the Miami-BG
game as the league championship
game, even though it was just the first
conference contest for both teams
The Falcons are shooting for their
first MAC title since 1965 when they
tied Miami. A victory over the Redskins Saturday could be the second step
to the best Falcons' season record
since 1964s 9-1 slate- the last year BG
won the MAC title outright
Only time will show if the Purdue
win was just an "upset" or whether
this year's edition of the Falcons is one
of the best teams in history.
Barring serious injuries, confidence
and morale seem the keys to the Falcon football team's success in 1972

"THE BG defense makes the opposition work
for its touchdowns." said Chevrolet's Defensive
Player of the Game, John Villapiano "Then we
rise to the occasion and stuff em when we have
to."
Next week the Falcons tackle Western Mich
igan in an MAC tilt at Kalamazoo
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BG opens new 'book'
By JackO'Breia
Assistant Sports Editor

on 19 carries to move into fifth place on Bowling
Green's all-time rushing list.
While the BG offense was chugging out 244
yards total offense (to Miami's 2621, it was the
patented defense that kept the Redskins at bay.
After BG's initial score. Miami drove to the
Falcon three-yard line, but was stopped on
fourth and goal From then on until the Skins
only TD in the fourth quarter, the home team got
only as far as the Falcon's 34.
Miami fumbled the ball away three times
which enabled the Falcons to force the Redskins
from their game plan.

fense." said Nehlen "Anytime you
beat Purdue, and the monsterous
defense they throw at you. you've
really done something This is a great
day f or Bow I ing G reen f ootba 11."
"We were just out-coached, outplayed and out-prepared." said
DeMoss "They (BG) were more alert
and we played awfully bad. It's as simple as that
"WE HAD THREE regulars out of
there to begin with and then lost four
players in the game, but this wasn't
any excuse." he added
The Falcons' 17 points is the largest
total ever scored by an MAC team
against Purdue
BG's victory was the first one
against a Big Ten for by an MAC team
other than Miami In 26 years, the
MAC record against Big Ten opposition
is 6-12-1.

Paul Miles looks for oponing

Syracuse added to schedule
Bowling Green has picked up another
nationally prestigious grid team for its
1973 schedule. Last Thursday Syracuse
University was added as an opening
road game, replacing the scheduled
llth game on the 1973 slate with Virgin-.ia Military Institute.
The two teams will meet at Syracuse. NY, Saturday, Sept. 15, 1973 as
part of a two-game series. The Falcons
will also return to Syracuse to open the
1976 season on Sept. II.
Bowling Green will now play five
games at home in 1973 and six on the
road The 1976 schedule is now complete and includes II games with six at
home
THE FALCONS WILL be facing
their first-ever independent from the
East BG played college-division
power Delaware twice in 1957 and 1959
when both teams were battling for the
small-college national championship
Syracuse, which plays its home
games in Archbold Stadium with a seating capacity of 41,731, will be meeting
a Mid-American Conference team for
the third time. The Orangemen own a
pair of wins against Ohio University
In the last 25 years, with such AilAmericans as Jim Brown, Ernie Davis
and Floyd Little leading the way, Syracuse ranks 24th among the nation's
winningest teams with a 625 percentage and a 150-90-3 record
Coach Ben Schwartzwalder ranks

third among the winningest active
major-college coaches with 160 victories His 1959 team won the national
championship in both wire-service
polls.

Ironically. Bowling Green won the
national college-division title in 1989
and also ranks 14th among the nation's
winningest football teams over the last
25 years with a .679 percentage.

New ticket policy
This year's ticket policy marks a dramatic change from the previous
ticket system, due primarily to increased ticket demand and limited
seating for indoor events.
Students may purchase separate season ticket books for football,
basketball and hockey. Here are the details:
FOOTBALL-11,000 student ticket books will be available, at $3 each.
Student individual game tickets will be priced at $1 and visiting student
tickets at S3 Adult general admission tickets for the west side student
section will be available for all games, at (5 each (These tickets were
formerly available for the Dad's Day game only). Four home games are
scheduled
BASKETBALL 7.500 student ticket books will be available, at $3 each.
Student individual game tickets will be priced at $1 (when available), and
visiting student tickets at *2 Twelve home games are scheduled
HOCKEY -5.000 student ticket books will be available at $5 each Student
individual game tickets will be priced at fl (when available) Visiting
student and public general admission tickets will be priced at $1.50
Eighteen home games are scheduled.
Ticket books for the three sports go on sale tomorrow at 8 a.m. in the
Memorial Hall ticket office. Individual game tickets will be sold on game
week only in Memorial Hall.
Excessive student demand may require ticket exchanges for some
basketball and hockey events However, students purchasing season ticket
books are assured of seeing a minimum of half the home games scheduled

Scoring is booters' goal
If a scoring punch can be generated.
Bowling Green's 1972 soccer team
again should have the potential to be
one of Ohio's top teams as the Falcons
enter their seventh year of varsity
competition under coach Mickey Cochrane.
Eleven lettermen will be returning
from last year's club, which fashioned
a 5-4-1 record to rank sixth among
Ohio's top teams. The Falcon booters
also finished second in Mid-American
Conference competition with a 3-1
chart, compared to Ohio University's 51 mark
Although last year's team scored 27
goals in 10 games, BG got 16 of those
counters in just two wins over Miami
and Ball State The booters produced
just II goals in the other eight games
and were shutout four times.

scorers are returning and Cochrane has
high hopes that sophomore Rich Cotton
will come on strong to match the form
that he had as a high school All-American from Ithaca. N.Y.
Cotton (4-1) will join All-Ohio secondteam selection Warren Heede (8-3) on
the front line along with returning
starter Chris Bartels d-3) Non-letterman Tim Davis, a sophomore from
England, could fill out the other spot in
the four-man front.
The Falcons should be solid in the
halfback spots with All-American
candidate Dave Dyminski and senior
Eric Seldin returning as starters. Dyminski (3-4) was a first-team All-Ohio
pick last year as a sophomore and received honorable mention on the AllMidwest team.

HOWEVER. FOUR of the top five

COCHRANE EXPECTS defense to
be a team strong point and looks to a

young but talented fullback corps to get
the job done. Sophomore Bud Lewis
was also a high school All-America
selection at Penfield. N.Y The versatile booter can also play at halfback
and on the line in emergency situations
Letterman Paul Wayne will fill another spot with non-letlerman Jim
Botticelli and George Habicht in line
for the other jobs
Sophomore Bill Heyne proved strong
enough to start in the goal as a freshman and should be a top performer in
1972. Last season found Heyne registering 9i saves and compiling 2.5 shutouts.
One of Bowling Green's objectives in
1972 will be trying to reach the .500
level in career victories. An 8-3 season
would do the trick since the all-time
mark stands at 28-33-7.

